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Melinda Janowicz
Sta ff Reporter

Er ie, picks up the lake's moisture,
and dumps it on the land. The
seve ri ty of this s torm was d ue to
t he fact that Lake Erie is currently
50 degrees and not frozen , w hich
means more water is available to

Almos t three feet of snow fell
o n john Carroll Universi ty earlier
this week, causing power outages,
poor road cond itions and class
cancellations.
Accordi ng to
Amy
Hasten ,
weat her reporter
at
WKYC- T V,
nearly30 inchesof
s now accum ula ted in Sha ke r
Heights, the result
of a w inter storm
that started over
the wee kend and
co n t i nue d A November to Remember. Students
through Tuesday
Monday's snow day for some outdoor fun.
She said the
storm was a result of lake effect be carried by the air. Hasten said
snow, which results when cold air as the lake freezes there will not
rushes from the Arctic over Lake be as much moisture.

Secon
at john Carroll tonight
Lindsey Robshaw

hope to fill Kulas Auditorium.
Dugan, who saw the act when
The na t ionally acclaimed it was inCh icago,said Second City
touring comedy group, Second is "a nice blend of physical comCi t y, have mad e arra ngements edy and political satire."
with the Student Union to come
He added that the seven perto john Carroll for the first time forme rs coming tojCU have been
ever.
given copies of The Carroll News .
Second City, which combines Co-chairperson Megan Rogers
sketches, songs and spontaneous said the performers will include
sce nes, w il l entertain students recentcampusevents in their skits.
and the john Carroll com munity
Roge rs sa id th a t loc al high
t o n ig ht ,
sc h o ols
Th u rsd ay,
have bee n
Nov: 14, in
invited to
Kulas Auattend, but
ditor ium .
the show is
Th e s how
geared
wi ll begin
mostly to·
at 8 p.m.
ward t he
A comjohn Ca redy
ac t
roll college
based ou t
st udent s
of C hicago.
since unicomedians
versi t y
includtng
events will
be
inC h r i s The Second City Touring r.nmn;:ln\!
cl
ud
ed
in
F a r l e Y · be in Kulas Auditorium tonight.
Mic h ael
the comed y
Myers and john Candy began act.
th eir careers with this company,
According to Rogers, the total
said sophomore john Dugan co- cost of the evening is $3500.
chairperson of the Student
Organizers of tonigh t's event
Union 's spectaleventscommittee. include the Student Union, Stu·
He added that Saturday Night dent Activities and the musical
Live is a spin-off of Second City, activities fraternity, Phi Theta Mu.
which first opened in 1935. ToRogers said s he hopes the night
night Farley's brot her,john Farley, is success[ ul. "Hopefully a lot of
will be one of thecastmembersm people will come for all of the advertising we have done ," she said.
the show.
Admission for st udents is free
Lisa Heckman, direc tor of stuwtth a va lid JCU identification. dent activities, said the evening
The pubhc may puchase tickets should prove to be a wonderful
for $8. Doors open at 6:30 p.m .. and enjoyable one. She sa id she
a nd Duga n said the organizers encourages everyone to come.
Staff Reporter

see page 6

ews

"It is very unusua l for Novem ber," Hasten said. She did not know
if officia l records had been broke n , b u t s h e sai d some
Cleve la nde rs have said tha t such a
winter storm has not occurred this
early or been this bad in 30 years.
As of Tuesday night, the area
was still under a wi nter s torm
warning, with more than one foo t
of snow ex pected that nig ht.
University Heights Police OfficerjenniferGiasener said the ctty
was under an emergency snow
ban, which means cars could not
park on the side streets of the city.
"Cars are being towed, and the
cost of the ticket is $10 and the
cost of the tow is $30," she said.
Bad weather also caused tem porary road closings, she said.
Jam Carroll Covered In Snow: The statue of John Carroll
"For sma ll periods of time roads John Carroll campus were covered in almost three feet of snow
[were] closed because of fallen trees earlier this week.
or while roa d s (were] bei ng
clea red ." sh e said. "Roads lwere n't]

br a r y h as be~ndo,.,c d . it

wa,d i[(,

closed for extended period o
c ult for s tu em todothetrhometime."
work. "Instead many srudents
The snow storm also affected {were] just having fun," he said.
Some students decided to make
john Carroll resident students
when it caused a power outage on alternative living arrangements
ca mpus in Bernet Hall, Rodman during the power outage. "A lot of
Hall, Grasselli Library and the studen ts went home or [stayed] in
Administra tion Building. Power other dorms while the power! was]
was out Saturday night through out," Santiago said.
According to the john Carroll
Tuesday morning.
Bernet Hall Director jose closing line, classes were canceled
Santiago, said 110 freshman resi- on Monday because of the power
dents were without power.
outage.
"Students[were]tryingto make
Power was restored early Tuesthe best of this situation," he said. day morning, but snow from the
However,severalfreshmen said winter storm continued to fall .
Classes resumed at John Carit is difficult to deal with the power
outage. "I !couldn't] do anything," roll, but Shaker Heights, Cleveland
saidfreshmanBakChea. "I use my Heights, University Heights,
computer to do all my homework Ursuline College, and other area
I think it's bad that l have to go to schools were closed due tot he poor
weather cond itions.
another dorm to study."
"lt is ridiculous and dangerous
Campion Resident Assistant
joe Far ris said tha t since the li- for j ohn Carroll to have class,"

<;o\)h nmc..)re \ a l.m c C::.ht" u \Y\

c;~\\(\.

' Manyof my fn n commute and
they said rhey almosr got into car
accidents coming ro school. •
Many professors canceled class
Tuesday,burcommuterssrillmade
the drive to campus.
"None of my professors showed
up for class," sophomore jos h
Forquer said. "On campus, sidewalks were unsafe, so I can only
imagine how unsafe the roads were
for commuters."
A sign hung in the atrium Tuesday afternoon ti tled "The Eleventh
Commandment." The sign read,
"Thou shalt not cancel classes.
Thou shalt not take srudents, faculty. or staff safety and welfare into
considera rion."
University officials canceled
classes and closed officesaf ter 3:30
p.m. on Tuesday. Frederick Travis,
provost, was unavailable for comment at press time.

REFERENDUM RESULTS
Last week, the student body voted in a referendum that
proposed to create a House of Representatives.

YES: 808 86.7«»/0
NO: 124 13.3%
26.8 p!l'Cel1t ci students voted The new elections
ccxle requires that at least 25 percent vote.
Rev. Richard P. Salm~ SJ, vice president of student
affairs, approved the referendum on Nov. 8, 1996.
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MCI merges with British Telecom

Funds incorporated into American Values Award

Corporanoncame out with strong
opposition to the mega-merger
An unlikely,small telecomm u- The long-time rival's chairman,
nications company, Concert, will Robert E. Allen, called for close
now bethesecond-largest telecom scrutiny of the deal by the regulators. Hebelievesthatthedealcould
company in the world .
MCI Communications and "negatively impact competition
British Telecommunications PLC and reducecustomerchoice." This
created Concert as a global joint could be a scare for AT&T. which
venture experiment three years is the largest telecommunications
ago. MCI , long-known for its in- company in the United States.
Roberts replied, saying that he
dependence , formalized, revised,
and announced plans earlier this was confident the deal would be
month to be bought by British approved by the regulators. A key
Telecom. MCI, which has its head- question for the Federal Commuquarters in Washingwn,and Brit· nications Commission (FCC) to
ish Telecom each will become sub- ponder will be whether Britain's
sidiaries of Concert PLC, the larger phone system will be open to other
holding company, if regulators U.S. carriers. Roberts maintained
that Britain "is the most competi·
approve the deal.
Thiscompanywould trail only tive telecommunications market
Japan's Nippon Telephone and in the world."
Concert, the newly formed
Telegraph Corp. in size in the telecommunications mdustryasa re- company, will have its headquarsult of the $21 billion deal. This ters in London and Washington
would be the largest aquisition and will have two chairmen as
ever of a U.S. corporation by a for- well; MCI's Roberts and British
Telecom's
eign company.
The two companies plan to chairman,
combine British Telecom 's global 1 a i n
reach with MCI's marketing savvy Vallance.
to in vade the $100 billion local !twill have
telephone market in the United combined
States and the $450 billion world- annual
wide telecommunications market revenue of $42 billion, and a cash
to help corporations build and flow of $12 billion. The company
will also have 183,000 employees.
maintain computer networks.
The combined companies wilt
The MCI name and corporate
culture will not change, which save about $2.5 billion over five
was stressed by leaders of both years by eliminating duplication,
companies. They also made a but no layoffs are expected bepoint to reassure customers that cause of the merger, said Roberts.
there would be quicker entry into British Telecom, though, has cut
the U.S. local phone market as a 100,000 jobs since 1990 and had
long planned another 50,000 cuts.
resu lt of the merger.
Robertscalled British Telecom's
The campusMCI services that
john Carroll uses are a branch of investment an "unparalleled boMCI. According to a campusMCl nanza" for MCI's plans to invade
phone representa ti ve, the services the local telephone market now
will not change. "CampusMCI dominated by the regional Bell
won't be effected, and if we are, it companies.
"Concert will give new meanwon't be for the next two to three
years." She ad ded,"students do not ing to the terms global reach and
need to be co ncerned about a shift integrated service," Roberts said.
"T he merger creates the first telein the services they receive."
If there is any kind of change communications company strucin general MCI sevices it will be tured to provide tra nsglobal serfor the benefit of the customer, vices which customers in the 21st
Bert Robens, MCI chairman and century will demand."
The merger will mean good
chief executive officer. "Simply
put, rates will come down," said things for MCI shareholders; there
Roberts in a Washington Post in- will be an increase by six dollars
in the stock's price, plus a substanterview.
Long-distance giant AT&T tial annual dividend for the first

''
•

Staff Reporter

Funds fromjohn Carroll's Volunteer Service Scholarship have
been incorporated inrotheAmerican ValuesScholarship,eliminat·
ing a specific volunteer scholarship for incoming freshmen.
Stu·
dents
c u r rently
receiving the
Volun t e e r
Service
Scholarshipautomatically receive
the American Values Scholarship,
accordingtojohnGladsrone,dean
of admissions and financial aid.
"They did not lose the money becauseo£theshift. That would not
be fair to them."
Laryn Runco, director of admissions, said she believes the
American Value Scholarship is
better than the Volunteer Service
Scholarship.
The American Values Scholarship is a funded scholarship program can help more students.
Through the merger of the two
scholarships, the university can
awa rd more non-repayable scholarships to students, said Runco.
According to Gladstone, the
co mbination of the scholarships
is more beneficial to the students.

though," he added.
Since there aresti lt students at·
tendingJohn Carroll who initially
received the Volunteer Service
Scholarship, it will probably take
about four years to assess the impact on volunteerism at john Carroll, he said.
According
to
Falbo,John
Carroll has
had some
really exjohn Gladstone
ceptional
students
who may
dents by offering them money for not have fit into the other categothe volunteer service they had ries [required for the American
Values Scholarship] but who have
done in high school, he said.
"The intent of the scholarship contributed greatly to service.
Runco said the qualifications
was to keep students doing serfor receiving the Ame rica n Va I ues
vice on campus," said Gladstone.
Runco said the Volunteer Ser- Scholarship have broadened into
vice Scholarship, created in 1990, three "and/or" categories: academic merit ,or ex trac urricu Jar inwas unfunded for years
"The money [for the Volunteer volvement as well as special comService Scholarship] was taken out petency in a particular area, such
of the JCU Scholarship fund as a sport not related to school or
excellence in music or extensive
money that existed," she said.
Ten $3,000 awards were avail- commitment to volunteer work.
"Someone who hits all three
able to students, he said. "!These
awards] were renewable for a llfour grounds has a betterchanceatget·
ting the money," she said. She
years at john Carroll."
Runco said thata lthough there added that the American Values
were ten awards offered, some- Scholarship is need bas.ed ,andover
timesonlyfiveorsixwereawarded 85 percent of John Carroll's applito the most qualified candidates, cants demonstrate need.
The merger of the two scholarbecause the scholarship didn't
ships happened after University
have its own fund.
According to Mark Falbo, di- President Rev. Michael]. Lavelle,
rectorof communityservice,there SJ died on March 25, 1995.
According to Falbo, when
should be funds available for stu.,..
,..,..ck- Lavelle was inaugurated as presi.
·.
dent of john Carroll, he said in his
groun ds m community service.
"Every time the faculty 'wish speech that he wanted to make
list' gets passed around, that is al- community service an integral
ways my first th ing on the list, to pan of JCU life.
"!Lavelle's] vision was to create
have some scholarship money
available to reward students for a center for community service
achievement in community ser- and to work with faculty to have
service worked into the learning
vice," he said.
Falbo said the idea of commu- experience ," said Falbo. He said
nity service on the jCU campus the "loss" of the Volunteer Service
may suffer due to the "loss" of the Scholarship is "too bad."
"l think that [through the VolVolunteer Service Scholarship.
"I'm not sure if Project Gold will unteer Service Scholarship] there
still benefit from the same pull of was a great natural pool of leaderstudents without [the Volunteer ship and the scholarship really
made a difference," he said. "I'm
Service Scholarship]," Falbo said.
"It is going to be a delayed reaction sorry to see it go."

students doing service on campus."

SU needs freshman senators
The two off-campussenator positions for the
freshman class are currently open. Interested freshmen
who live off campus can apply for the position by complet·
mg an application available in the Student Union office.
Applications are due tomorrow; Friday, Nov: 15.
]CU sponsors run to benefit hunger
Students can participate in the "JCU Run for Hunger"
on Nov. 24. Tickets for the 5 K walk and run can be
purchased in the Atrium next week. The first 100 students
to register will receive a free t·shirt.
Men's Issues Week continues
Mi ke Furci of Club Olympia will be in the Wolf and
Pot tonight at 5 p.m . to talk about fitness and nutrition.
Men can also receive free body fat tests. This event concludes Men's Issues Week which was sponsored by the
office of residence life.
Operation FOCUS collecting food
Operation FOCUS is sponsoring a food drive, and
looking for students to volunteer their help. Students are
needed to help collect fooQ.donations from homes in the
neighborhood. Anyone interested can meet in the Student
Union office Sunday Nov.l7 or Sunday Dec. 3 to participate.
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NewsBriefs were com pi led by Tom O'Konowitz,
assistant news editor.

NOVEMBER

"Kids now have a more reasonable opportunity to getlthe scholarship],'saidGladsrone. "Withthe
new scholarship, we hope that
more kids will enroll at UCU] and
stay the four years."
The Volunteer Service Scholarship was aimed at recruiting stu·

"The intent of the scholarship was to keep

State of the Union postponed
Due to the inclement weather, the Student Union
postponed its annual State of the Union dinner that was
scheduled for this past Tuesday evening. It has been
rescheduled for next Tuesday, Nov.l9, at 6 p.m. in the
Faculty Dining Room.

INTERNATIONAL NEWS Bc BUSINESS

Service scholarship eliminated
Jessica Grassman

University announces new slogan
At the direction of University President Rev.johnj.
Shea, Sj.,John Carroll has adopted a new slogan robe used
with all university advertising and printings. "The jesuit
University in Cleveland" is a slogan that reflects the
university's commitment to both jesuit education and the
City of Cleveland, according to a memorandum from the
JCU public relations office.

The Carroll News, November 14, 1996

~

rne Nov. 7 Issue ol The Carroll News. Salcetti is an assistant professor of communications.
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Lisa VIscusi

Staff Reporter

The MCI name and corporate

culture will not change.
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FREE PIZZA & WINGS WHILE THEY LAST1m!
$1.00 BEVERAGES 6-9PM.
MONDAY

ICHT POO BALL

$2.50 22oz. ICED BEVERAGES
FREE PIZZA AT HAL.FTIME
T

SDAY &

W

NESDAY

$1.50 BOTTLES 6-12 MIDNIGHT
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The Skiers' Edge invites all JCU students·to come
and visit your neighborhood's newest skt specialty
shop. Present yQur JCU I.D. for 10% off any
purchase during November.

....-t ··~-· who
........ aut.

MCAT, LSAT AND GMAT Classes are
starting In November. Don't Compete
Wtth a Kaplan student, BE ONE.

j
b

1
I!

*30%off any in-line skates." or·accessories

*Special JCU prices on all Oakley sunglasses
K2*Head*!yrolia*Marker*Solstice*C(Jiumbia'~'Oak~,Y

Chums*Wigwam*Switch*Hyper*Aipina*Vans*Atomlc

•

Basement schedule subject to cancellation due to Private Parties

http://www.pizzazzpizza.com
20680 NORTH PARK BLVO.
UNIVERSITY HfS., OHIO 44118
216 321-7272

Vallance.
After making several visits to
the United States, Vallance proposed an increase in British
Telecom'sownership of MCI from
20 percent to 50 percent. He also
suggested combining the companies' international operations
more fully than they had been
with the original Concert joint
endeavor.
Despite reports of cullure
clashes betwun -the Bridsft and
the United States,theoriginal Concertjoint venture quickly proved
success£ ul, with customer accounts up until today totaling $1
billion. Even with the success, the
two companies found it difficult
to divide the world in half, with
MCl handling clients in the West·
ern Hemisphere and British
Telecom dealing with the rest of
the world .

>
0
......

UR

FRI

nme. The merger agreement calls
for each MCI share to be convened
into new Concert shares, at their
face value at the time of the deal's
closing, plus six dollars. Based on
a new high of $30.25 on the New
York Stock Exchange, shares will
be worth around $36. After this
was realized both com panies'
boards approved the merger, because it seemed the deal would
prove to be a lucrative one.
ln an interview, Vallance
shared that talks of forming an
alliance between British Telecom
and MCI date back to the late
eighties. He said that the plans
had their beginnings in conversations he held with Roberts and
MCl founder William McGowan.
The relationship was formed in
1993 when British Telecom put a
20 percent investment in MCI and
theConcenalliance the same year.
The actual talks to get the
merger in motion began early this
summe r between Roberts and

I
c

3471 Fairmount 61vd.
Cleveland Heights, Ohio 4-4118
(216).3 71·6900
5 minutes from ctM~pw

3
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Clinton to make balanced budget top priority
President Clmton said on Sunday the one accomplishment
he would like to make during his second term is to balancethe
budget. Though every president has failed to doth isfonhe past
three decades, Clinton pronounced it 'easilyachievable.' Clinton
said that 1t is through a balanced budget that he hopes to 'open
the doors of college to all Americans and continue the incremental progress we've made in health care reform.·cumon also
said that he believes a plan to eliminate thecleficircan be passed
within the first year of his second term.

Taiwan debates over fund-raising controven~y
After Washington cut offclal ties with Taiwan in 1979, the
territory has been desperately trying to grab the attention of
American politicians. They've gotten it now, but not in a way
they want it. A!legations that the Democraricparty's top money
man, a native of Taiwan,secrellyoffered $15 million to support
President Clinton's re-election campaign have thrust Taiwan's
aggressive lobbying efforts Into an unwelcome national spot·
light. As a result of the allegations, the Taiwanese are debating
about the political costs of private diplomacy, worrying that
congressmen who support Taiwan may be afraid to speak upon
their behall In thefuture, in fear of being suspected of bribery.

New suspensions announced in Army scandal
The ArmydisclosedSaturday that it has suspended an additional15 training instructors at Maryland's Aberdeen Proving
Ground, as part of irsexpa nsive probe of alleged sexual harassment of female recruits. The instructors are suspended while
theArmyinvestigatescomplaintsrangingfrom verbalabuseto
sexual assault The new complaints have come from Yt'OJilen
dialing the Army's toll-free telephone hor.line, which bcpn
operation Thursday. TILrcc of che IDeA~
crillli.ul

r.cc

charges,alldUiidolaJciM~•-~Il'llfl~'t~·:·

Federal agents bust grad scboo1 cheating riD&
For three years, students taking graduate school entrance
exams responded to ads offering answers to the exams [or a six
thousand dollar fee. But in tate Octoocr,oncof the ads' 'c.hents'

undercover postal l111f'W:IOI;
Ch*t ~
were being maned from rest takers on die Blsc Coa8l to~
taking It in LA later in the day, by sending a pencil with code
inscribed on it. Critics of the Educational Testing Service now
want to know how ETScould have missed the scam for so long.
while university deans are trying to decide what to do if they
find out that one of their students was an exam cheater.

World Briefs were compiled by Kristen Schm:idler, Int. News &
Business Editor; with the aid of wire sources.
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University announces new slogan
At the direction of University President Rev: john].
Shea, SJ.,john Carroll has adopted a new slogan to be used
with all university advertising and printings "The jesuit
University in Cleveland" is a slogan that reflects the
university's commitment to both jesuit education and the
City of Cleveland, according to a memorandum from the
jCU public relations office.
State of the Union postponed
Due to the inclement weather, the Student Union
postponed its annual State of the Union dinner that was
scheduled for this past Tuesday evening. It has been
rescheduled for next Tuesday, ov: 19, at 6 p.m. in the
Faculty Dining Room.
SU needs freshman senators
The two off-cam pus senator positions for the
freshman class are currently open. Interested freshmen
who live off campus can apply for the position by completing an application available in the Student Union office.
Applications are due tomorrow, Friday, Nov. 15.
JCU sponsors run to benefit hunger
Students can participate in the "jCU Run for Hunger"
on Nov. 24. Tickets for the 5 K walk and run can be
purchased in the Atrium next week. The first 100 students
lO register will receive a free t-shirt.
Men's Issues Week continues
Mike Furci of Club Olympia will be in the Wolf and
Pot tonight at 5 p.m. to talk about fitness and nutrition.
Men can also receive free body fat tests. This event concludes Men's lssues Week which was sponsored by the
office of residence life.

Staff Reporter

Funds from john Carroll's Volunteer Service Scholarship have
been incorporated into the American Values Scholarship, eliminating a specific volunteer scholarship for incoming freshmen.
Students
c u r re n tl y
recei ving the
Volunt e e r
Service
Scholarshipautomaticallyreceive
the American Values Scholarship,
accordingtojohnGladstone,dean
of admissions and financial aid.
"They did not lose the money because of the shift. That would not
be fair to them."
Laryn Runco, director of admissions, said she believes the
American Value Scholarship is
better than the Volunteer Service
Scholarship.
The American Values Scholarship is a funded scholarship program can help more students.
Through the merger of the two
scholarships, the university can
award more non-repayable scholarships to students, said Runco.
According to Gladstone, the
combination of the scholarships
is more beneficial to the students.

"Kids now have a more reasonable opportunity to get! the scholarshipl,' saidGladstone. "With the
new scholarship, we hope that
more kids will enroll at UCUI and
stay the four years."
The Volunteer ServiceScholarship was a1med at recruiting stu-

though,' he added .
Since there are still students attendingjohnCarroll who initially
received the Volunteer Service
Scholarship, it will probably take
about four years to assess the impact on volunteerism at john Carroll, he said.
According
to
Falbo,John
Carroll has
had some
really ex John Gladstone
ceptional
students
who may
not have fit into the other categories [required for the American
Values Scholarship] but who have
contributed greatly to service.
Runco said the qualifications
for receiving the American Values
Scholarship have broadened into
three "and/or" categories: academicmerit ,orextracurricular involvement as well as special competency in a particular area , such
as a sport not related to school or
excellence in music or extensive
commitment to volunteer work.
"Someone who hits all three
grounds has a betterchanceatgetting the money," she said. She
added that the American Values
Scholarship is need based, and over
85 percent of john Carroll's applicants demonstrate need.
The merger of the two scholarships happened after University
President Rev. Michael j. Lavelle,
Sj. died on March 25, 1995.
According to Falbo, when
La~lle was Inaugurated as president of John Carroll , he sa id in his
speech that he wanted to make
community service an integral
part of jCU life.
"[Lavelle's] vision was to create
a center for community service
and to work with faculty to have
service worked into the learning
experience," said Falbo. He said
the "loss" of the Volunteer Service
Scholarship is "too bad."
"1think that [through the Volunteer Service Scholarship] there
was a great natura 1pool of leadership and the scholarship really
made a difference," he said. "I'm
sorry to see it go."

"The intent of the scholarship was to keep

students doing service on campus."

dents by offering them money [or
the volunteer service they had
done in high school, he said.
"The intent of the scholarship
was to keep students doing service on campus," said Gladstone.
Runco said the Volunteer Service Scholarship, created in 1990,
was unfunded for years.
"The money [for the Volunteer
ServiceScholarship]wastakenout
of the JCU Scholarship fund
money that existed," she said.
Ten $3,000 awards were available to students, he said. "[These
awards]wererenewableforallfour
years at john Carroll."
Runco said that although there
were ten awards offered, sometimesonlyfiveorsixwereawarded
to the most qualified candidates,
because the scholarship didn't
have its own fund.
According to Mark Falbo, director of communityservice,there

Operation FOCUS collecting food
Operation FOCUS is sponsoring a food drive, and
looking for students to volunteer their help. Students are
needed to help collect [~donations from homes in the
neighborhood Anyone interested can meet in the Student
Correctiou:
Union office Sunday Nov. 17 or Sunday Dec. 3 to participate.
Marianne Salcetti was
. .. . . . . .. -. .~~~~~~~---.. .~~--~~-+~~'!!"'~~·~!·~~·~~-~-~~~s;h~o~u~ld~be~f~u~n~d~s;av~a~i~~~=e~fu~r~s:t~u:1""
i:he Nov. 7 issue of The Car·~
•.
v
roll News. Salcetti is an asgrounds in community service.
NewsBnefs were com pi led by Tom O'Konowitz,
sistant professor of commu"Every time the faculty 'wish
assistant newsediwr.
nications.
list' gets passed around, that is always my first thing on the list, to
have some scholarship money
available to reward students for
achievement in community service," he said.
Falbo said the idea of comm unity service on the jCU campus
may suffer due to the "loss" of the
Volunteer Service Scholarship.
"I'm not sure if Project Gold will
still benefitfrom the same pull of
students without [the Volunteer
Service Scholarship]," Falbo said.
"It is going to be a delayed reaction
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MCI merges with British Telecom
Lisa VIscusi
Staff Reporter
An unlikely,smalltelecommunications company, Concert, will
now be the second-largest telecom
company in the world .
MCI Communications and
British Telecommunications PLC
created Concert as a global joint
venture experiment three years
ago. MCI, long-known for its independence, formalized, revised,
and announced plans earlier this
month to be bought by British
Telecom. MCl, which has its headquarters in Washington, and British Telecom each will becomesubsidiariesof Concert PLC, the larger
holding company, if regulators
approve the deaL
This company would trail only
Japan's Nippon Telephone and
Telegraph Corp. in size in the telecommunications indus try as aresult of the $21 billion deaL This
would be the largest aquisition
ever of a U.S. corporat ion by a foreign company.
The two companies plan to
combine British Telecom's global
reach with MCl's marketi ngsavvy
to invade the $100 billion local
telephone market in the United
States and the $450 billion worldwide telecommunications market
to help corporations build and
maintain computer networks.
The MCI name and corporate
culture will not change, which
was stressed by leaders of both
companies. They also made a
point to reassure customers that
there would be quicker entry into
the U.S. loca I phone market as a
result of the merger.
The campusMCI servtces that
john Carroll uses are a brandt of
MCL According to a campusMCI
phone representative, the services
will not change. "CampusMCI
won't be effected, and if we are, it
won't be for the next two to three
years." She added,"st ude nts do not
need to be concerned about a shift
in the services they receive."
If there is any kind of change
in general MCI sevices it will be
for the benefit of the customer,
Bert Roberts, MCI chairman and
chief exec utive officer. "Simply
put, rates will come down," said
Roberts in a Washington Post mterview.
Long-distance giant AT&T

Corporauoncameout with strong
opposltlon to the mega-merger.
The long-time nval's chairman,
Robert E. Allen, called for close
scrutiny of the deal by the regulators. He believes that the deal could
"negatively impact competition
and reducecustomerchoice." This
could be a scare for AT&T, which
ts the largest telecommunications
company in the United States.
RobertS replied, saying that he
was confident the deal would be
approved by the regulators. A key
question for the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) to
ponder will be whether Britain's
phone system will be open to other
U.S. carriers. Roberts maintained
that Britain "is the most com petitive telecommunications market
in the world."
Concert, the newly formed
company, will have its headquarters in London and Washington
and will have two chairmen as
well; MCI's Roberts and British
Telecom 's
chairman,
I a i n
Valla nee.
!twill have
combined
annual
revenue of $42 billion, and a cash
flow of $12 billion. The company
will also have 183,000 employees.
The combined companies will
save about $2.5 billion over five
years by eliminating duplication,
but no layoffs are expected because of the merger, said Roberts.
British Telecom, though, has cut
100,000 jobs since 1990 and had
long pla nned a nother SO,OOO cut s .
Roberts called Bntish Telecom's
In-vestment an "unparalleled bonanza" for MCI's plans lO invade
the local telephone market now
dominated by the regional Bell
companies.
"Concert will give new meaning to the terms global reach and
integrated service," Roberts said.
"The merger creates the first telecommunicationscompanystructured to provide transglobal services which customers in the 21st
century will demand."
The merger will mean good
things for MCI shareholders; there
will be an increase by six dollars
in the stock's price, plus a substantial annual dividend for the first
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Vallance.
After making several visits to
the United States, Vallance proposed an increase in Bntish
Telecom's ownership of MCI from
20 percent to 50 percent He also
suggested combining the companies' international operations
more fully than they had been
with the original Concert joint
endeavor.
Despi te reports o[ cul ture
clashes betweeu rhe Brkisft end
the United States,theoriginalConcertjoim venture quickly proved
successful, with customer accounts up until today totaling $1
billion. Even with the success, the
two companies found it difficult
to divide the world in half, with
MCl handling clients in the Western Hemisphere and British
Telecom dealing with the rest of
the world .

>
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time. The merger agreement calls
for each MClshare to be convened
into new Concert shares, at their
face value at the time of the deal's
closing, plus six dollars. Based on
a new high of $30.25 on the New
York Stock Exchange, shares will
be worth around $36. After this
was realized both companies'
boards approved the merger, because it seemed the deal would
prove to be a lucrative one
In an interview, Vallance
shared that talks of forming an
alliance between British Telecom
and MCI date back to the late
eighties. He said that the plans
had their beginnings in conversations he held with Roberts and
MCI founder William McGowan.
The relationship was formed in
1993 when British Telecom put a
20percent investment inMCI and
the Concert alliance the same year.
The actual talks to get the
merger in motion began early this
summer between Roberts and

The MCI name and corporate
culture will not change.
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Clinton to make balanad budget top priority
President Clinton said on Sunday the one accomplishment
he would like to make during his second term is to balance the
budget. Thougheverypresidenthasfailedtodothis£orthepast
threedecades,Clinton pronounced it "easilyachievable." Clinton
said that it is through a balanced budget that he hopes to 'open
the doors of college to all Americans and continue the lncre·
mental progress we've made in health carerefornL'Clinton also
said that he believes a plan toelimlnate the deficit can be passed
within the first year of his second term.

Taiwan debates over fund-raising controversy
After Washington cut offcial ties with Taiwan in 1979, the
territory has been desperately uying to grab the attention of
American politicians. They've gotten It now, but not in a way
theywantit. AllegatlonsthattheDemocraticparty'stopmoney
man, a native of Taiwan, secret! y offered $15 million to support
President Clinton's re-election campaign have thrust Taiwan's
aggressive lobbying efforts Into an unwelcome national spotlight. As a result of the allegations, the Taiwanese are debating
about the political costs of private diplomacy, worrying that
congressmenwhosupportTaiwanmaybeafraidrospeakupon
their behalf in the future, in fear of being suspected of bribery

New suspensions annouDCed in Army scandal
The Armydisclosed Saturday thai il has suspended anaddi·
tionall5 uaining instructors at Maryland's Aberdeen Proving
Ground, as part of itsexpa nsive probe of alleged sexual harassment of female recruits. The instructors are suspended while
the Army investigates com plaints ranging from verbal abuse to
sexual assaulL The new complaints have come from women
dialing the Army's toll-free telephone bot Uoe. which bepn
operation Thursday. Tbree d. che 111NA
~

clwgcs,aD4-.d~

-~~-1'!1 IP-im~~··

undercover pasW
were being mailed rrom tat takers Oil :t!DtCout to~
taking It in LA. later in the day, by sending a pencll with code
inscribed on it. Critics of the Educational Testing Service now
want to know how ETScould have missed thescamforsolong,
while university deans are trying to decide what to do if they
find out that one of their students was an exam cheater.

World Briefs were compiled by Kristen Schncidlt:r, Int. News &
Business Editor, with the aid of wire sources.
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Coming Attractions
Got. a little time to
kill this weekend?
•
Th1s Friday, Nov
15 only, the Case Western
Reserve him Society offers
a specia Ideal to the s1 udents
of john Carroll University.
Come see the hit movte A
Time to Kill on the bigscreen
and pay only$2 with a validjCU lD The movie tsa highly charged
court drama based on the bestselling novel by John Grisham about
a black man charged with the murder of a white man Starring in
the movie are Sand ra Bullock, Samuel L.Jackson and Kevin Spacey.
Showtimes are 7 p.m., 9:45p.m. and 12:30 a.m. at Case Western's
Strosacker Auditorium. Ca11368-2463 for more information.
Nonheast Ohioans will have a umque opportunity
to enjoy a world premiere of a dance adaptation of
Rudyard Kipling's beloved Jungle Book tomorrow
and
Saturday, Nov. 15 and 16, at the Ohio Theatre in Playhouse
Square. This grou ndbreaking production, a collaboration of the
Ohio Ballet and the Dhananjayan
Bharata Kalan.Jilli Dance Company
ofMadras, India, willfeaturea blend
of the dance sty les of both
companies in an unforgettable
production. jungle Book: The ~
Adventures of Mowglt, is set to an
origmal score and will feature imaginativecostumesandsparkling
lighting to bring Kipling's classic to life. The Indian ambassador to
the United States, The Honorable Naresh Chandra, will attend the
first evening performance. Call Pam Barr at 566-7019 for more
information.
So maybe your professor is a
little strange, but at least he's
•
probably not as nutty as Eddie
Murphy in the hit co medy The Nutty
Professor, newly out this week on video.
Inspired by the 1963 jerry Lewis flick , the
story is a contemporary twist on the jekyll
and Hyde tale. Murphy stars in seven
different roles as he chronicles the
aa'tenltur«~o[ Professor Sherman Klump.
hank to a volutlonary fat
n
formula he develops, Klumpsheds some
of his 400 pounds and becomes the
charming ladies' man, Buddy Love. The
Nutty Professor on videocassette was
::;;_ _........:':':"due in stores Tuesday. Also new out in
video stores are Disney's computer-animated
Toy Story featuring the voices of Tom Hanks and Tim Allen and the
action-packed Eraser starring Arnold Schwarzenegger.
After the success of his first book and a top grossing
film, Tim Allen doesn't seem to have much room left
for Improvement Now he is soon to be out with
-another book just in timefortheseasonof gif r-giving. His latest, I'm
Not Really Here, covers a wide
range of subjects from the fact
that he likes to walk around
naked in the morning "with
nothing between me and Mother
Nature but my good intentions"
to physics' uncertainty principle
about atoms, which Allen relates
to the way women act on a first
date. Also look for the comedian
10 a another mov1e due out next
spring.

II

In Mausse'sor Picasso's hand ,a pencil could make a simple
line communica te a powerful sense of personality and
three dimen ionality. Few oft hesearrists'contemporaries
apprecuued thetr extraordinary draftsmanship as keenly as the
Cone sisters of Baltimore, Maryland. More than 120 drawings,
prints and Illustrated books by these
and 01 her artists from the Cones'
vast colleCllon will be on view at
the Cleveland Museum of An in
Matisse, Picasso, and Friends:
Masterworks on Paper from the
Cone Collecti.on of the Baltimore
Museum of Art, beginning this
Sunday, No1• 17 through January
19, 1997. Vivian King of the
museum's education department
will g1ve gallery talks 10 the
exhtbltton on Wednesday, Dec 4,
and Sunday. Dec. Bat 130pm. The
exhibiuon IS free and open to the ......-~
public Call the museum for more
informanon at 421 -7340.
Matisse: Self-Portrait.
(onu ng 1ill rae! wns were wmptled !Jy Sam Stlbtty. Artwork by
jcff"Wiky' K'lcile. Dates and rimes are subjccrrochar•ge.
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Carrot Top
shows why
he's tops in
comedy

Rush slow it down for Gund concert

Clarks' future looks way cool

Fans thrilled by impressive three-hour performance

Joe Halalko
Asst. Entertainment Editor

Brian Sparks

With rhe ink srillfres h on a
newly signed contract wtth Way
Cool Records, The Clarhs-compnsed of Scott Blasey, Robert
james, Dave Mi,wrifl and Greg]oseph- played to an enthusiastic
crowd last Friday n1ght at
Peabody's in the Flats. Thetr set
featured tracks spanning the
Clarks'i mpresst velen-yearcareer
I spohe with Bla sey, the band's voca !ist/gu i tari sl, after the show. ..
joe Halaiko: Could you describe The Clarks' evolution as a
band?
Scott Blasey: We started off as
a cover band At first you're just
adapung other people's ideas. As
you become more comfortable,
you starttowntc your own stuff
We started off playing more
harder-edged guitar rock. ! think
as you get older, there's a natural
progression where your tastes
mellow. About five years or so
ago some country thin gs were
happening with the music. Our
sound today is a lot less aggressive. Right now a lot of soul and
R&:B influences are creeping in.
It's much more groove-oriented ...
As the evening progressed, !h e
Clarks easily shifted tempos and
styles. Si nee the spring release of
their fourth album, Someday
Maybe, their live show features
niJ~~e~:~s goes into the
songwriting process?
SB: Generally, myself or Rob
or Greg will come Jnto practice
wirh a tune reny much com
ptered, play rhe song once or
twice, and then everybody just
does their own thing.Some songs
come easier than others. For example,"ljust WannaBe With You
Cause I'm a Fool" took about a
half-hour to complete. After ten
years together, the whole process
is instinctive. For the first one or
two years. songwriting was so
precious.]( you brought in atune
and it didn't work, it waslike,"Hey,

Staff Reporter

Staff Reporter

A Bright Idea?: Comedian Carrot Top's wit lit up the stage at
Playhouse Square's Palace Theatre last Friday, Nov. 8.
cat in a plastic ball out, he said, his cordless microphone. After re"No way! Do you know this thing ceiving the mic from a confused
cost me, like, eighty bucks?"
Carrot Top, the man approached
Throughout the show, Carrot the front of the stage-and proTop brought a personal quality to posed to his girlfriend in the front
the performance that l thought row. She said yes.
would be impossible considering
Carrot Top was so stunned he
the size of the au- finally got the beer he had been
dience, He made asking for throughout the show.
eye contact with Two actually-but he shared. He
people, responded sat on the edge of the stage and
to hecklers and toasted the newly engaged couple.
razzed every per- But, unable to resist, he quickly
son he saw get up turned the beer into a frothing Mafor the bathroom: donna joke which I can't exac tly
"Where are you go- retell in a respectable publication.
His act ended with a spectacuing? Hey! I'm talking to you! Where lar finale_ It was an all-out, spastiare you going?" cally coordinated combination of
Pause. "Oh, the costume and wig changing, laserlights, and corresponding fifteenbathroom, okay. We'll wait."
One of the gentlemen whosup- second music bits.
Yes, parts of his show were
posedly got up for the bathroom
was actually on his way up to the pretty raunchy; during part of his
stage. He appeared from outof the grand finale he played "Half the
wings and asked Carrot Top for Man I Used to Be" while lasers
flashed "Lorena Bobbit"on a screen
behind him and he danced around
in a wig with a huge knife. I can't
say whether or not Carrot Top was
drunk (or stoned) during the show.
Butlcan tell you that he knew his
stuff: from music cues to specific
ON CEDAR AND LEE
facts about thecity,including landmarks and recent sports woes.
Combine all this with his elastic
face, wide rubber lips and, of
course, his hair and Carrot Top
produced one of the best shows I
have ever seen. He claims that he
doesn't rehearse, but the amount
of effort he puts into his act defines any modest disclaimers.
Since Carrot Top is determined
to be modest, let me say it for him:
Carrot Top is a genius.

It was an all-out, spastic
combination of costume

lights and fifteen-second
music bits.
dummy masks which he uses for
his jokes. He buys all of the rna teria ls for his props and makes them
himself - no mean feat, surely.
When people in the audience
shouted for him to thro'¥ a stuffed

5

in concert

Tammy Conway
Would it be going too far to call
Carrot Top a genius? I don't think
so. So how am !supposed to write
asmart,witty reviewof him1 Let
me start at the beginning.
I entered the Palace Theatre at
PlayhouseSquarewondering how
a comedian would set up for a
crowd of over a thousand. Carrot
Top did it by turning the stage into
a disordered collage of hippie parapherna lia: huge cei ling-to-floor
length banners painted with carrots and peace signs in neon colors, a long cafete ria table covered
with an orange leopard skin, basketballs and two police lights as
well as six or seven trunks covered
with tapestries. A musical mix
that ranged from Skid Row to The
Doors blared out of speakers at the
side of the stage.
Carrot Top began his act and I
began a two hour laugh fest. Most
comedians only have five or six
bits. He had about six.ty.
He uses his Trunk of junk (or
should we says trunks? There were
about seven to taD to pullout crazy
articles like toilet bowls with seat
belts attached and crash-test
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l have to adm it something
nght away I am a Rush fan, so I
had a ltttle bit of bias when I
ihtended their fi rst Clevel and
concert in over two years last
Monday, Nov. 4 at Gund Arena.
l have be.en disappointed at
concerts that I thought would
be good such as the Counting
Crows. And I've been impressed
by bands like Green Day that I
was less than thri1led about seeing. But that aside, lean still say
that Rush's 25-song performance at Gund was one of the
best I have ever seen.
Geddy Lee, Alex Lifeson and
Neil Peart hit the stage at exac tly 8 p.m. and didn't waste
any time before jumping into
"Dream line," the opening track
from their Roll the Bones CD.
The song started a night th at
never had a dull moment and
allowed fans to leave feelingsatisfied and even overwhelmed .
Rush tried to please all its
fan s by balancing old and new
smff. Much of the new music
came off theirlatest release Test
For Echo . This included the title
song along with an instrumental "Limbo", and "Driven," possibly the best song from Test For Rush: Band made its first concert stop in Cleveland in over two
Echo. In all , six tracks were feayears when its Test for Echo tour visited Gund Arena on Nov. 4.
tured off the new disc.
But it was obvious much of the touching moment as vocalist/ sidered by many to be the most
crowd was there to hear the tunes bassist Lee announced that the talented drummer in all of music.
that made Rush famous. They were next song was one that meant a
The only lull in the show was
not disappointed after hearing lot to the band and its fans before during the 20-minute imermls{ \nd\n-. a nLCC \own. l t's n 'K c \ o
"Closer·to t he" H'ea-rt",J•Subd ivi- srartingimo " obody's Hero:o
io
see ne\\fplaces rim )I!)U'd never
sions", "Freewill", "Tom Sawyer" the Counterparts CD. But defi- from a band that puts on a threevisit otherwise. It's notreally the
traveling but the destinations.
and one of the all-time radio clas- nitely the biggest surprise was a hour show with no opening act?
JH: With a newly signed
sics "Spirit of the Radio.· A few complete 20-minute version of The instrumental "YYZ" encore
crowd favorites were omitted, but "2112" that woreoutsomefans but was shorter than expected, leavrecord dea~ what next1
SB: We have a full schedule
with sue h an extensive track list, pleased those who had waited ing some fans pondering "That's
it?" But after a show like this, a
untH theendof the year. '97will
there wasn't room for everything. years to hear it.
Although Lee has a powerful quick ex.it was easily forgivable.
There were quite a few surprises
probably be spent promoting
Someday Maybe and seeking to
that Rush pulled out of their ex- voice, the secret to Rush lies in Rush were able to cap off their
broaden our fan base.Musically,
tensive sleeves. A stun ning rendi - their musical abilities. Fans wit- more than 20 years of musical exit'sanybody'sguess.l really like
tion of "The Trees" got everyone nessed this during Lifeson's gui- perience with a show that must
the direction we're moving in.
out of theirseatsand singing along tar solo introductions and in the have left most fans feeling sa tiswith the band. There was even a lengthy drum solo of Peart, con- fiedandanx.ious tosee~th~e:_:m~ag~a~i~n·:___l::=========Jiiiiiiiiliiiiiiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliiiiliiiilillillillillllil
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Yeah, you think a
little snow's gonna
stop us? We're no
wimps, we're the
newspaper.

that was my song. "Now we experiment a lot more. It's really
like a marriage. You know what
bunons to push and you really
learn how to read each other.
JH How do you develop a set
list and add new songs?
SB: We can tell pretty quickly
which songs are ready. We like
to keep the same set l1st for a
month or two We like to come
out heavy and hard with the
songs that are fairly recognizable then throw in the new stuff.
People are stdl sober earher on
and are more wtlltng to listen.
Towards the end, people are a
Httle craz1er and are, Hke, "The
new tunes were great, but play
me the htts now"
The crowd went craz:ydunng
'Train ofLove,''HelpMc Out' and
the ever chang1ng 'Cigarette,"
complete with a chorus from
'Sesame Street· As always. the
Clarks came out to mi r1glc then
rook offfora show i ~1 Columbus_
]H: What about life on the
road-what are the highlighrs1
SB: A typical week in the life
of the Clarks starts Sunday
when we come home and relax.
Tuesday is spent rehea rsing or
taki ng care of the business side
of things. Rob and I doanacoustJC act on Wednesday. Thursday
we hit the road for three or four
shows. The best part of bemgon
the road is plllying on stage for
that two hours or so. Travelling
in the van is sort of looked upon
as a necessary evil Fvery once
in a while. though . you end up

Sherry Lucchetti
Features Editor

Christina Hynes
Managing Editor

There are always thosefew bands that you
hope never go mainstream_ jackopierce is
one of them. Fines! Hour, the Dallas group's
A&:Msophomore effort ,
concert preview combines
upbeat ,
accoustic driven melodies with often enigmatic lyrics; the apparent paradox is
jackopierce's trademark style.
The driving forces behind the band,jack
O'Neill and Cary Pierce, met as freshmen at
Southern Methodist University in Dallas,TX
in 1987. The duo began performing at the
university, took their show on the road and
met up with Clay Pendergrass and Earl Darling to fo rm the band. After three indie releases on their own Rhythic Records label,
j ackopu:-rcestgned wah A&:M and have since
released two albums.
Ft nest Hour is one of those albums that
you have to listen to a few times in order to
really appreciate H. But then you find yourself playing it consta ntly. The em erging
theme seems to beexposi ngthecomplex.ities
of every aspect of life
Theca rc h y "Tria Is" explores relationships

F Scou Scharu

AttheOdeon:EariDarling,JackO'Neili,Cary
Pierce and Clay Pendergrass.
and captures the essence of how falling in
love can sometimes mean poising yourself for
a fall. "Is ltTheSun"exemplifies friendshipat
its worst: lgotsornefriends/ Seem pretty cool to
me/ As long as they're getting what they need.
Their lyrics may sway the masses to label
jackopierce as one of those bleeding heart
bands but nothing could be further from the
truth. The magic of the band is in their ability
to express senti ments while accompanying
them with amazing melodies and harmomes
that leave the listener singing along rather
than depressed.
Don't believe me? Check them out firsthand.
jackop1erce will be performmg this Saturday. Nov 16,at theOdeon in the Flats at 9p.m.
Tickets are $9 at the door. For more information. call (216) 294-1659

Despite all of the mounting
snow, country music sensation
Reba McEntire managed to
make a spectacular landing at
Gund Arena on the evenmg of
Saturday, Nov. 9, thrilling the
sold -out crowd.
As the lights went out (not in
Georgia), screaming fans could
not even begin to imagine what
was about to happen
The lights came up to reveal
the elaborate purple and black
stage which stretched the emire
length of the Gund.
Themusicstarted up and the
excitement grew: At the far end
of the stage, a door opened and a
taxi cab drove out onto the st~ge.
TheGundshook with the cheers
of fans thmking that Reba was
in it. But the best was yet to
come. One by one the members
of Reba's band exited thecaba nd
played a small solo before takmg
a place on the side stage.
All of a sudden the long. narrow stage lit up like an airport
run way An airtraffic controllet
directed a plane onto the stage.
Reba had arnved. Let the concert begin'
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Coming Attractions
Got. a linle time lO
kill this weekend?
•
Thts Friday, Nov.
15 only, the Case Western
Reserve him Society offers
a special deal to the students
of john Carroll University.
Come see the hn movie A
Time to Kill on thebigscreen
and payonly$2 with a validjCU ID. The movte is a highly charged
court drama based on the bestselling novel by john Grisham about
a black man charged with the murder of a white man. Starring in
the movie are Sandra Bullock, Sam uell.jackson and Kevin Spacey.
Showtimes are 7 p.m., 9:45p.m. and 12:30 a.m. at Case Western's
Strosacker Auditorium. Call368-2463 for more information.
onheast Ohioans will have a unique opportunity
to enpy a world premiere of a dance adaptation of

Rudyard Kipling's beloved jungle Book tomorrow
and
Saturday, Nov. 15 and 16, at the Ohio Theatre in Playhouse
Square. This groundbreaking producrion, a collaboration of the
Ohio Ballet and the Dhananjayan
Bharata Kalanjali Dance Company
of Madras, lndta, will feature a blend
of the dance styles of both
1)/\I~I~El
companies in an unforgettable
produc tion . jungle Book: The~
Adventures of Mowgli , is set to an
original score and wHI feature imaginative costumesandsparkling
lighting to bring Kipling's classic to life. The Ind ian ambassador to
the United States, The Honorable Naresh Chandra, will attend the
first evening performance. Call Pam Barr at 566-7019 for more
information.

HI

So maybe your professor is a
litt le strange, but at least he's
probably not as nutty as Eddie
Murphy m the hit comedy The Nutty
Professor, newly out this week on video.
Inspired by the 1963 jerry Lewis flick, the
story is a contemporary twist on the jekyll
and Hyde tale. Murphy stars in seven
different roles as he chronicles the
ad ventures of Pro( essor Sherman Klump.
Thanks o a r volution ry fat en
formula he develops, Klump sheds some
of hi s 400 pounds and becomes the
... "!'"~
charming ladies' man, Buddy Love . The
~~-- Nutty Professor on videocassette was
-dueinstoresTuesd.ay. Alsonewoutm
video stores are Disney's computer-animated
Toy Story featuring the voices ofTom Hanks and T im Allen and the
action-packed Eraser starring Arnold Schwarzenegger.

•

Afterthesuccessof his first book and a top grossing
film,T!mAllen doesn'tseem to have much room left
for Improvement. Now he is soon to be out with
-a not her book just in timefor the season of gift-giving. His latest, I'm
Not Really Here, covers a wide
range of subjects from the fact
that he likes to walk around
naked in the morning "with
nothing between me and Mother
Nature but my good intentions'
to physics' uncertainty principle
about atoms, whtch Allen relates
to the way women act on a first
date. Also look for the comedian
in a another movie due out next
spring.

II

In Matisse'sor Picasso'shands,a pencil could makeasimple
line communicate a powerful sense of personality and
three-dtmensiona lity. Few of these artists'contempora ries
apprectated their extraordtnary draftsmanship as keenly as the
Cone sister of Balnmore, Maryland. More than 120 drawings,
pnmsand Illustrated books by these
and other artists from the Cones'
vast collection will be on view at
the <. leveland Museum of An m
Matisse, Picasso, and Friends:
Masterworks on Paper from the
Cone Collection of the Baltimore
Museum of Art, begmnmg this
Sunday, Nov 17 through January
19, 1997. Vivtan King of the
museum's education department
will gt\'C gallery talks in the
exhtbiuon on Wednesday, Dec 4,
and )um.la)', flee. 8 at 1.30 prn The
..._
e.~hibition is free and open to the
public Call the museum for more
a.11'"'"""'":'"'"0( '"
111fonnatton at 421-7340.
Matisse: Self-Portrait.

__

l

Comwg AttraGiom. were compiled by Sam Sublly Artworll by
]cjf"Wilry' Knc!le Dates and omesare subject tochartgc_ _ __J
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Carrot Top
shows why
he's tops in
comedy

Clarks' future looks way cool

Fans thrilled by impressive three-hour performance

Joe Halalko
Asst. Entertainment Edttor

Brian Sparks

A Bright Idea?: Comedian Carrot Top's wit lit up the stage at
Playhouse Square's Palace Theatre last Friday, Nov. 8.
cat in a plastic ball out, he said,
"No way! Do you know this thing
cost me, like, eighty bucks?"
Throughout the show, Carrot
Top brought a personal quality to
the performance that I thought
would be impossible considering
the size of the audience, He made
eye contact with
people, responded
to hecklers and

hi s cordless microphone. After receiving the mic from a confused
Carrot Top, the man approached
the from of the stage- and proposed to his girlfriend in the front
row. She said yes.
Carrot Top was so stunned he
finally got the beer he had been
asking for throughout the show.
Two actually-but he shared. He
sat on the edge of the stage and
toasted the newly engaged couple.

razzed every per-

But, unable to resist, he quickly

son he saw get up
for the bathroom
"Whereareyougoing? Hey! I'm talking to you! Where
are you going?"
Pause. "Oh, the
bathroom, okay. We'll wait."
One of the gentlemen whosupposedly got up for the bathroom
was actually on his way up to the
stage. Heappearedfromoutofthe
wings and asked Carrot Top for

turned the beer into a frothing Madonna joke which I can 't exactly
retell in a respectable publication.
His act ended with a spectacular finale. It was an all-out,spastically coordinated combination of
costume and wig changing, laserlights, and corresponding fifteensecond music bits.
Yes, parts of his show were
pretty raunchy; during part of his
grand finale he played "Half the
Man I Used to Be" w h lie lasers
flashed "Lorena Bob bit" on a screen
behind him and he danced around
ina wig with a huge knife. lcan 't
saywhetherornotCarrot Top was
drunk (or stoned) during the show.
But l can tell you that he knew his
stuff: from music c ues to specific
facts about the city,including land marks and recent sports woes.
Combine all this with his elastic
face, wide rubber lips and, of
course, his hair and Carrot Top
produced one of the best shows I
have ever seen. He cl aims that he
doesn't rehearse, but the amount
of effort he puts into his act defines any modest disclaimers.
Si nee Carrot Top is determined
to be modest, let me say it for him:
Carrot Top is a genius.

It was an all-out, spastic
combination of costume

lights and fifteen-second

dummy masks which he uses for
his jokes. He buys all of the materials for his props and makes them
himself -no mean feat, surely.
When people in the audience
shouted for him to throVf a stuffed

Rush slow it down for Gund concert

With the ink still fresh on a
newly signed con tract with Way
Cool Records, The Clarks-comprised of Scott Blasey, Robert
james. Dave Minarik and Greg]osep h- played to an en thtmastic
crowd last Friday night at
Pealx>dy's in the Flats. Tltetr set
featured traclls panning the
Clarhs't mpressi ve le n-yearcareer
lspohe with Blasey,tlu: band'svocalist!guitarist,after the show...

Staff Reporter

Staff Reporter

music bits.

5

in concert

Tammy Conway
Would it be going too far to call
Carrot Top a genius? I don't think
so. So how am I supposed to write
a smart, winy review of him? Let
me start at the beginning.
l entered the Palace Theatre at
Playhouse Square wondering how
a comedian would set up for a
crowd of over a thousand. Carrot
Top did it by turning the stage into
a disordered collageofhippie paraphernalia: huge ceilmg-to-floor
length banners painted with carrots and peace signs in neon colors, a long cafeteria table covered
with an orange leopard skin, basketballs and two police lights as
well as six or seven tru.nkscovered
with tapestries. A musical mix
that ranged from Skid Row to The
Doors blared out of speakers at the
side of the stage.
Carrot Top began h is act and I
began a two hour laugh fest. Most
comedians only have five or six
bits. He had about sixty.
He uses his Trunk of junk (or
should we says trunks? There were
about seven total) to pull out crazy
articles like toilet bowls with seat
belts attached and crash-test

ENTERTAINMENT

Parnell's
ON CEDAR AND LEE

l)Appy }JOUR 4-7

p.m.

CDONDAy tl')RU
SAtURDAg
$1 AND $3 Sp€Cl~LS
Draft Specials during Happy Hour

Guinness, Harp, Cider, Murphy's
Bud Light Draft Special
seven days a week
21 YIND OVER pLEPIS€

321-3469

Yeah, you think a
little snow's gonna
stop us? We're no
wimps, we're the

newspaper.

that was my song. "Now we expenment a lot more. It's really
like a mamage. You know what
buttons to push and you really
learn how to read each other
JH: How do you develop a set
list and add new songs?
SB:We can tell pretty quickly
which songs are ready We like
to keep the same set ltst for a
month or two. We like to come
out heavy and hard with the
songs th at are fa ir! y recogmzable then throw in the new stuff.
People are snll sober earlier on
and are more wilhng to listen.
Towards rhe end, people are a
lntle craztcr and are, like, 'The
new tunes were great, but play
me the hits now" ..

l have to adm it something
nght away. I am a Rush fan , so I
had a httle bit of bias when I
~tended their first Cleveland
concert in over two years last
Monday, Nov. 4 at Gund A rena
l have been disappointed at
concerts that l thought would
be good such as the Counting
Crows. And I've been impressed
by bands like Green Day that I
Joe Halaiko: Could you dewas less than thn1led about seescribe The Clarks' evolution as a
ing. But that aside, l can still say
band?
that Rush's 25-song perforScott Blasey: We started off as
mance at Gund was one of the
a cover band. At first you're just
best I have ever seen.
adapting other people's ideas. As
Geddy Lee , A lex Lifeson and
you become more omfortable,
Thecmwd wentcraz during
Neil Peart hn the stage at exyou start townte your own stuff. 'Train ofLove,' 'Help Me Out"and
actly 8 p.m. and didn't waste
We started off playmg more thr ever-changtng 'Cigarette,"
any time before jumping into
harder-edged guitar rock.! think complete with a chorus from
"Dream line," the opening track
as you get older, there's a nat ural "Sesame Street." As always, the
from their Roll the Bones CD.
progression where your tastes Clarks came out to nungle then
The song started a night that
mellow. About five years or so took of!for a show irt Columbus ...
never had a dull moment and
ago some country things were
JH: What about life on the
allowed fans to leave feelingsathappening with the music. Our road-what are the highlights?
isfied and even overwhelmed .
sound today is a lot less aggresSB: A typical week in the life
Rush tried to please all its
sive. Right now a lot of soul and of the Cla rks starts Sunday
fans by balancing old and new
R&B influences are creeping in. when we come home and relax.
stuff Much of the new music
It's much more groove-oriented ... Tuesday is spent rehearsing or
came off their latest release Test
As the eve ning progressed, the taking care of the business stde
For Echo. Thi s included the title
Clarhs easi ly sltifted tempos and of thtngs. Rob and 1do anacoussong a long with an instrumenstyles. Since the spring release of tic act on Wednesday. Thursday
tal "Limbo", and "Driven," postheir fourth album. Someday we hit the road for three or four
sibly the best song from Test For
Rush: Band made its first concert stop in Cleveland in over two
Maybe, their ltve show features shows. The best part of being on
Echo.ln all , six tracks were feathe road is playing on stage for
~ {" ho
·
'ted
G dA
N 4
nine
new songs...
years when its Test ,or cc tour VISI
un rena on ov. .
JH: What goes into the that two hours or so. Travelling
tured off the new disc.
songwriting procr:ss?
But it was obvious much of the touching moment as vocalist/ sidered by many to be the most
in the van issortof looked upon
SB: Generally, mysel£ or Rob as a nece sary ev il Every once
crowd was there to heart he tunes bassist Lee announced that the talented drummer in all of music.
that made Rush famous.They were next song was one that meant a
The only lull in the show was
or Greg wtll come into practice m a wht\e, though. you end UtJ
wll h a tune. proctty much com - (indm£," mcc l wn. \l', mcc IO
not disappointed after hearing lot to the band and Its fans before during the 20-minute Jntermis"Cioserto the ·Hean: •.~•subdivi srarting imo "Nobody's Herc;,'~-.o
i.o
pfeted, pfay rhe song once or see ne\f'plllces rttat ~u'd never
twice, and then everybody just visit otherwise. It's nor really the
sions", "Freew ill", "Tom Sawyer" the Counterparts CD. But defi- from a band that puts on a threedoes theirown thing. Some songs traveling but the destinations.
and one of th e al1-time radio clas- nitel y the biggest surprise was a hour show with no opening act?
come easier than others. For exJH: With a newly signed
sics "Spirit of the Radio." A few complete 20-minute version of The instrumental "YYZ" encore
ample,'! just WannaBe With You m:ord dea~ what next?
crowd favorites were omitted, but "2112"thatworeoutsomefans but was shorter than expected, leavCause l'm a Fool" took about a
SB: We have a full schedule
with such an extensive track list, pleased those who had waited ing some fans pondering "That's
years to hear it.
it?" But after a show like this, a
half-hourtocomplete. Afterten until the end of the year. '97 will
there wasn't room for everything.
Although Lee has a powerful quick exit was easily forgivable.
years together, the whole process probably be spent promoting
There were quite a few s urprises
is instinctive. For the first one or Someday Maybe and seeking to
that Rush pulled out of their ex- voice, the secret to Rush lies in Rush were able to cap off their
two years, songwriting was so broaden our fan base. Musically,
tensive sleeves. A stunning rend i- their musical abilitie s. Fans wit- morethan20yearsof musical exprecious. If you brought in a tune it's anybody's guess.l really like
tion of "The Trees" got everyone nessed this during Lifeson's gui- perience with a show that must
anditdidn'twork,itwaslike,"Hey, the direction we're moving in.
out of their seats and si ngingalong tar solo introductions and in the have left most fans feeling sariswith the band. There was even a lengthy drum solo of Peart, con- fied and anxious to see ~th~e~m~ag~a~i~n·~~=========Jilillilliliiiiliiiiliiiiliiiiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliiliiliiliil

at tfle show
Sherry Lucchetti
Features Editor

Christina Hynes
Managing Editor

There are always those few bands that you
hope never go mainstream. jackopierce is
one of them . finest Hour,the Dallas group's
A&Msophomore effort ,
concert preview combines
upbeat ,
accoustic driven melodies with of ten enigmatic lyrics; t he apparent paradox is
jackopierce's trademark style.
The driving forces behind the band,Jack
O'Neill and Cary Pierce, met as freshm en at
Southern Methodist University in Dallas, TX
in 1987. The duo began performing at the
university, took their show on the road and
met up with Clay Pendergrass and Earl Darling to form the band. After three ind1e releases on the ir own Rhythic Record s label,
jackoptercesigned with A&M and havesmce
released two albums.
Finest Hour is one of those albums that
you have w listen to a few umes in order to
reall y appreciate 11. But then you find yourself playing it constantly. The emergtng
them e seems to be exposing the complexities
of every aspect of life.
Theca tc hy "Trials" explores relationships

F ScouSchaftr

At the Odeon: Earl Darling, Jack O'Neill, Cary
Pierce and Clay Pendergrass.
and captures the essence of how falling in
love can sOmetimes mean poising yourself for
a falL "Is It The Sun" exemplifies f riendshipat
its worst: lgotsome friends/ Seem pretty cool to

me/ As long as they're getting what they need.
Their Iyrics may sway the masses to label
Jackopierce as one of those bleeding heart
bands but nothing could be further from the
truth. The magic of the band is in their ability
to express sentiments while accompanying
them with amazing melodies and harmonies
that leave the listener singing along rather
than depressed.
Don't believe me? Check them out firsthand.
jackopierce will be performing this Saturday, Nov. 16,at theOdeon in the Flats at 9 p.m.
Tickets are $9 at the door. For more information,call (216) 294-1659.

Despite all of the mounting
snow, country music sensation
Reba McEntire managed to
make a spectacular landing at
Gund Arena on the evening of
Saturday, Nov. 9, thrilling the
sold-out crowd.
As the lights went out (not in
Georgia), screaming fans could
not even begin to imagine what
was about to happen.
The lights came up to reveal
the elaborate purple and black
stage which stretched theenme
length of the Gund.
Themusicstarted up and the
excitement grew. At the far end
oft he stage, a door opened and a
taxi cab drove out onto the stage.
TheGundshookwith the cheers
of fans thmking that Reba was
in it. But the best was yet to
come. One by one the members
of Reba's band exited thecaband
played a small solo before taking
a place on the side stage
All of a sudden the long, narrow stage ht up like an aitp:>rt
runway. Anairtrafficcontrollet
directed a plane onto the stage.
Reba had arrived. Let the concert begin!

FEATlRES
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Internships provide key to success in pb market
Julie Thorud
Staff Reporter

"People who have work expenence
through either an internship or soc1al programs, often advance faster 1n their careers
than those without," according to Forbes
magazme, Feb 27,1995.
There are some thmgs a student just can
not learn in a classroom. Regardless of the
school, certain 'real world' opportunmes
cannot becompletely understood just from
readmg a book or attending a lecture.
Internships and cooperative education
have become valuable 'hands on· opportunities of which students can take advantage.
The college years are the most educative
yearsm the academic life of astudent. These
four years of education must lay a good
foundation to achieve career objectives.
According to Marianne Salcetti, assistant professor of commumcations, "lnternshlpsare a vital hnk for students these days.
It serves as a bridge between classroom expertenceandapplied learning applications.·
Students may or may not know of the
Career Development Service that]ohn Carroll University provides. Student Career
Development Office 1s not the only way
students can be assisted with career decisions. Specific academic departmentS can
also provide assistance.
At john Carroll, cooperative educat ion
and Internships are an optional academic
program available to studentS of all majors
The program is designed to promote individual career development and self awareness byintegratingclassroom learning with
practical work experience.
SIUdents can make the transition from
the classroom to the work place through
applied learning. Applied learmng is comprised of forms of experienced-based, forma 1education, sue h as cooperative ed ucationand \nttrnships.whicha\lentailleaming m the workplace
Interning and co-ops provide useful information for elf assessment, goals, and
other 1ssues that may hinder entry to a chosen occupa ti on.
Accordmg to Salcetti, internships also
help students answer an important questwn ," Yes,l really do like doing this, or No I
don't like doing this.·
Salcetti said that it is important that students know by their senior year what they
want to do. And internships can help decide that.
According to Student areer Development Offtcc Statisncs for the 1995 96 academic year there are over Lwothousand job
opportumues available that can help students expenence the different aspects of the work environment.
Selllor AnnmarieT1rpak,a political sc1ence and history double
major, worked as a volunteer coordinator for Jim Rokakis, a Democrat recently elected to the position of County Treasurer.
Tirpak found out about the job
through conne nonsatJCU "I was
talking to an administrator who
has a lot of political contacts and
he told me to talk to Jim Rokakis,"
she said.
Her imernship made Tirpak

aware of the imporrance of job experience. their careers. Th1s experience is helpful to
"It made me realize that there IS more to life companies because students have more
than academia ," she said "Grades might training when entering the workforce and
matter but when you'reout there it's perfor- there is less turnover because students have
mance that matters."
already established career interests .
She also meta lot of contacts whtle workOwen explains that many of the eming for the Rokakiscampaignand said that ployers offering mternship programs are
she wi 11 have a job next semester because of expanding the responsib1litiesof an intern
her internship.
However, some who oppose mternships arDumont Gerken Owen, executive direc - gue that although the experience is essentor of student career development recom- tial, internships are exploitative labor that
mends thatstudentswtth thedesiretoprofit usesstudentsand prevents the appointment
from aco-oporan internship should set up of permanent personnel
The Departan
appointment
with a Career Develment of Labor,
Wage and Hour
opment counselor.
"It made me realize
Division speciThe Student Cafies that unpaid
reer Development
that there is more to
Office, located next
internships
must fulfill an
to the tennis courts
ed uca tiona 1
on Belvior Boulevard, life than academia.
purpose. Acornprovides many serGrades might matter
pan y can use its
vices, other than
disc retion in
counseling to stupaying the indents. The office is a but when you're out
link between stutern but must
there it's performance
dents and employers.
provide good
The office also artraining, benefithat matters."
ranges pre-recr uitcial to the intern.
ing seminars, group
Salcetti sa id,
"lt is important
meetings, and corpoAnnmarie Tirpak
that there is
rate presentations.
Another feature that
some degree of
the office has is an
economic value
overnight cr itique of resumes for students for the student."
According to Career Development the
.. .free of charge!
Regardless of a student's intended ma- majority of internships offer an econom ic
jor, the counselors are on hand to give stu- value as well as first hand experience and a
dents knowledge of their options and help chance to develop contacts with a variety
em ployersfind responsible individuals that of people.
may eventual! y pursue a career with their
The following is a list of the companies
looking to establish a paid internship opcompany.
"There are numerous opportunities for portunity withJohn Carroll University stustudents," satd Owen. "The biggest frustra- dents: Patent Publishing, The Rock and
tion isgetting the news out to the students," Roll 11 of Fame, The Health Museum,
she sa id.
an ones, ay, eavisandPogue awFirm.
Owen feels that internships are increas- For more information contact the Student
ing! y becoming the preferred way for com- Career Development Office at 397-4 237.
Career Development can provide stupanies to recruit. "Many companies will
not even consider [a student] without an dents with job listings. Owen said, "We
have about 200 new job listings since the
internship," said Owen.
Internships are a tremendous opponu- beginning of September."
Another attractive feature students
nit y for both the student and the employer.
According to The Journalism Educator, should consider is that they can earn up to
March 1995, "Students' attitudes change a[- three academic credits for certain intern
tercomplenngan internship and the effect and co-op assignments.
For more information about internships
of these changes in the professional careers
are analyzed in relation toself-esteem,edu- and cooperative education see either the
cational preparedness, career insights, and academic department chairperson of the
major being pursued or make an appointin ternship value."
EKperience provides a stepping stone for ment in the Student Career Development
students who hope to achieve much during Office.

5100 Mayfield
Lyndhurst
605-9953

Kevin Bachman
Sports Reporter

Cua, Caryn
Year: Senior
Major: Soc1ology
Hometown: Brooklyn, Ohio
How long can you hold your
breath?: 45 seconds
Which movie title best describes your life?: Speed, because I
am always on the go.
Who do you think is the best
female singer of the year?: Enya,
because her voice is so soothing.
Favorite day of the week: Friday;
it's the beginning of the weekend
and the end of the week
Who is the most inspiring
living woman in your life?: My
mom. She kept her sanity while
raising seven children.
What advice would you give to
anyone just starting at JCU?: I
would tell them to get involved as
soon as possible in as many clubs
and activities as they can.
What is your favorite book
from your childhood?: How to
be a Perfect Person in just Three Days.
If you were an actress in a
movie, who would you choose
as your leading man?: johnny
Depp, because I think he is a great
actor and also because I think he's
hot
What makes you a unique
student?: My nationality--half
Chinese and half Slovak.
Favorite Disney movie: Beauty
and r.he Beast
lnfOrmltl)n <-~ ~Anna Di Franco;
pl1oto by Jttn1er Talman
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MoNdAy NIGI-H FooTbALl speciAls
6-9 PM
$125 DRAfTs & 1/2 (JAllO'I piTCHERS $6
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254 SHOTS wHEN fAVORiTE TEAM SCORES A TOl.CkiOwN
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$10 will get you everywhere!
Receive appetiZer and hand-rolled Jamaican cigar.
8·1 0 p .m . Call for reservations.
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Volleyball falls in conference semis

NooN Til 5 p.M.
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We can help with university business.
lf you have questions regarding
financial aid, registration,
residence life or your student account,
e-mail your questions to us:
Financial Aid .................... .... .. jcuofa
Registrar ................ ......... .... .... jcureg
Residence Life .. ...... .... ........... jcureslife
SL •.Jent Accounts . .. . ......... .... ..... jcusar
(Example for non-vaxrnail: name@j:vaxajcuedu)

)f:n Strey

Senior Nicki Hewald prepares to dig out a shot against Marietta
as junior Lori Hammer looks on.

Football wins home
finale over Hiram, 27-7
Brian Murphy
Sports Reporter

At the wmter wonderland oth erwi e known as Wasmer Field
Saturday,thejoh~ Carroll University football team topped Hiram
College, 27-7.
For the second consecutive
week both teams were forced to
contend with treacherous weather
conditions. A heavy, wet snow that
fell for the duration of the game
covered the field and made for slippery conditions.
"It was rough," senior defensive
end Ryan Carter sa id of the
weather. "We were just trying to
stand up so we weren't getting off
ou r blocks."
As a result of the terrible elements, both teams looked to establish the run early in order to set
up the pass. Coach Tony DeCarlo
said the game differed from last
week 's snowy game against
Heidelbe rg in that the snow was
much wetter, making the football
more difficul t to both throw and
catch.
"We had to move the ball on the
ground," he said. "Eventually we
did move pretty well."
After three fruitless first quarter dnves, JCU (8-l , 7-1 OAC)
scored wuchdownson all three of
irs seco nd quarter possessions.
The first two scores came on 13yard touchdown passes by sophomore quarterback Nick Caserio to
sophomores Dean Reidy and john
Priestap.
After the secon d touchdown
pass, only two minutes remained
m the half. But Hiram (3-6, 2-6
OAC) could muster only a short
gai n on first down andjuniorquarterback Dam ion Creel was sacked
on second down. Using excellent
clock managem e nt , the Blue
treakscalled a tJmeoutaftereach
play and the move payed off as
Creel fumbled on third down. Sentor linebacker Chris Anderson
recovered the footba 11 at the Hi ram
31-yard lin··
Caserio tossed three tncom-

plete passes after the turnover, but
on fourth down he scrambled 24
yards down lO the Hiram sevenyard line. An offsides penalt
against Hiram set up sen or
Carmen Jlacqua's three-yard
plunge into the end zone just seconds before the close of the half.
"That was a great job based on
the fact we practice that," DeCarlo
said. "I think it was a great response by the kids to get the ball
into the end zone. I think it was a
real confidence builder."
The Streaks added a fina l
touchdown late in thefourthquarter on a 16-yard swing pass to senior Chad Rankin, who finished
the game with 70 yards rushing
on 16 carries.
Caserio completed 14 of 26
passes for 129 yards and three
touchdowns as nine d ifferen tj CU
receivers made at least one catch.
He was intercepted once and was
not sacked. DeCarlo was quick to
credit the Blue Streak offensive
line for the amount of timeCaserio
had in the pocket.
"The offensive line probably
played one of its better games this
season in terms of protecting
Nicky and opening holes," he said.
John Carroll, which finished
the game with seven sacks, continually hounded Creel. Creelfinishedthegamewitheightcompletions in 18 attempts for only 65
ya rds. The defense also allowed
only 105 total yards on the day.
"Give alot of credit to guys like
Ryan Caner and Rich Watson who
hasworkedhiswayintothelineup.
[Watson has] really stepped it up a
notch," DeCarlo said. "And Scott
O'Donnell has proved the past two
weeks why he was a pre-season
All-American."
Once again last week , one big
play prevented the Streaks from
posting a shutout. In what Caner
described as "a bad first quarter;
Creel hooked up with freshman
Anthony Wendt on a 36-yard
touchdown pass. The play was set
see ILACQUA, page 9

With a five game loss to
archnval Ohio Northern Umversity in the Ohio Athletic Conference tournament semifinals last
Friday, the season came to an end
for the John Carroll volleyball
team.
The 15-8,6-15,11-15,15-13,12-15
defeat marked the second time the
Blue Streaks have lost to the Polar
Bears this season.
The first time the two teams
met, at the DonShula Sports Center in early October, ONU against
pulled out a close fivegamema tch.
The Streaks advanced to the
semifinals by beating the Marietta
Pioneers at the Shula Sports Center last Tuesday in three quick
games, 15-7, 15-8, 15-8.
Sophomore outside hiller
Nicole Peterson gave credit to the
ONUteam.
"Theyareagood team and they
will take advantage of whatever
you are not doing well," Peterson
said.
John Carroll, a member of the
Great Lakes Region, also failed to
advance to the NCAA Division lll
Women's Volleyball Tournament
for the first time since 1992. Representing the Great Lakes Region
this year will be Ohio Northern,
Muskingum , Wittenberg, and
Bluffton.

Senior mtddle hitter Elizabeth Wlnningpercemage),threeNCAA
Black said the Streaks knew they appearances, two Great Lakes Rewould be in for a close game g ton championships, one OAC
agamst ONU, the wurnament's #2 regularseasonchampwnshipand
seed.
one OAC tournament title.
"We played an excellent team,"
Coach Gretchen Weitbrecht
Black said We knew we would be said she will mtSs the seniors and
in fora battleif..nd wed1d fight, but applauded them for the contributhere can be only one winner.·
tiOns they have made to the volleyPeterson said that the team has ball program
had trouble all season sustaining
"I think this partlcularcla.sshas
momentum after wmning the first brought a lot to the program and I
game of the
match.
"We came
If I compated this years play
out
real
strong, and
to last years play, there is a
then, like always, it was a
big struggle lot of improvement in terms
for us to stay
up fort he sec- of the type of play we put on
ond game,"
,..
Peterson said.
00r.
A f t e r
dropping
Gretchen Weitbrecht
games two
and three, the
Streaks battled back to take game am going to miss them as people,"
four, 15-13, before falling, 12-15, in Weitbrecht said "They have done
thefifth and deciding game.
some things to give the volleyball
The Streaks will lose five se- program an identity. If you look at
niors from th is year's 26-9 team . their four year accomplishments,
As a class, Elizabeth Black, Stacy its one of the most noteworthy
Bongini , Nicki Hewald, Patty group of senior athletes Ithe proKendra and Katy Perrone will end gram has ever hadl"
their collegiate careers havmg
see V-BALL, page 9
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Senior Chad Rankin dives forward for a first down in JCU's 27-7 victory over Hiram
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Internships provide key to success in ph market
Julie Thorud
Staff Reporter

"People who have work experience
through either an mternsh1p or social programs, often advance faster in their careers
than those without," according to Forbes
magazine, Feb. 27, 1995.
There are some thmgs a student just can
not learn in a classroom. Regardless of the
school, certain "real world" opportunities
can not be completely understood just from
readmg a book or attendmg a lecture.
Internships and cooperative education
have become valuable "hands on· opportunities of whtch students can take advantage.
The college years are the most educative
years m theacademiclifeof a student. These
four years of education must lay a good
foundation 10 achieve career objectives.
According to Marianne Salcetti, assistant professor of communications. "Internships area vital link for students these days.
It serves as a bridge between classroom experience and applied learning applications."
Students may or may not know of the
Career Development Service thatjohn Carroll Universny provides. Student Career
Development Office is not the only way
students can be assisted with career decisions. Specific academic departments can
also prov1de assistance.
At John Carroll, cooperative education
and internshtps are an optional academic
program available tostudentsof all majors.
The program is designed to promote individual careerdevelopmentand self awareness by integrating classroom learning with
practical work experience.
St udcms can make the transition from
the classroom to the work place through
applied learning. Applied learning is comprised of forms of experienced-based, formal education, such as cooperative educa-

tionandint.enuhips. whic:hallentail\earning m rhe workpla ce
lnternmg and co-ops provide useful in formation for self·assessment, goals, and
other 1 sues that may hmderentry to a chosen occupa11on.
Accordmg to Salcetti, mternships also
help students answer an important quesuon," Yes, I really do like doing this, or No l
don't like doing this."
Salcett i said that it is important that students know by thctr senior year what they
want to do. And internships can help decide that.
According to Student Career Development Office tatistics for the 1995-96 academic year, there are over two thousand job
opportumues available that can help students expenence the different aspects of the work environment.
Senior Annmarie Tirpak, a political scie nce and history double
major, worked as a volunteer coordinator for Jim Rokak1s, a Democrat recently elected to rhe posiuon of County 1 reasurer.
Ttrpak found out about the job
throughconne llonsatjCU "I was
talking to an administrator who
has a lot of political contacts and
he told me to talk to jim Rokakis,"
she said
Her Internship made Tirpak

aware of the importance of job experience.
"It made me realize that there is more to life
than academia ," she said. "Grades might
matter but when you're out there it's performance that matters."
Shealsometa lotof contacts while working for the Rokakiscampa1gn and said that
she will have a job next semester because of
her internship.
DumomGerkenOwen. execunvedirec·
tor of student career development recommendsthatstudemswith the desire to profit
fromaco-oporan internship should set up
an
appOintment
with a Career Development counselor.
The Studem Career Development
Office, located next
to the tennis courts
on Belvior Boulevard,
provides many servi es, other than
counseling to students. The office is a
link between students and em players.
The office also arranges pre-recruiting seminars, group
meeti ngs,and corporate presentations.
Another feature that
the office has is an
overnight critique of resumes for students
.. .free of charge!
Regardless of a student's intended major, the counselors are on hand to give students knowledge of their options and help
em players find responsible individuals that
may eventually pursue a career with their
company.
"There are numerous opportunities for
students," said Owen. "The biggest frustration is getting the news out to the tudents,"
she sa id.
Owen feels that internships are increasingly becoming the preferred way for companies to recruit. "Many companies will
not even consider [a studend without an
internship," said Owen.
Internships are a tremendous opportunity for both the student and the employer.
According to The ]ou rnalism Educator,
March 1995, "Students' attitudes change after completing an internship and the effect
of these changes in the professional careers
are analyzed in relation to self -esteem, educational preparedness, career insights, and
internship value."
Experience provides a steppingstonefor
students who hope to achieve much during

then careers. Thts experience is helpful to
companies because students have more
traming when entering the workforce and
there is less turn over because students have
already established career interests .
Owen explatns that many of the employers offering internship programs are
expanding the responsibilities of an intern.
However, some who oppose internships argue that although the experience IS essential, internships are exploitative labor that
uses students and prevents the appointment
of permanent personneL
The Department of Labor,
Wage and Hour
Division specifies that unpaid
internships
must fulfill an
educational
pur pose. A company can use its
discretion in
paying the intern but must
provide good
training, beneficial tot he intern.
Salcetti said,
"It is important
Annmarie Tirpak
that ther e is
some degree of
economic value
for the student."
According to Career Development the
majority of internships offer an economic
value as well as first hand experience and a
chance to develop contacts with a variety
of people.
The following is a list of the compan ies
looking to establish a paid internship opportunity with John Carroll Uni versitystudents: Patent Publishing, The Rock and
Roll
ll of Fame, The Health Museum,
an ones, ay, eavisandPoguelawFirm.
For more information contact the Student
Career Development Office at 397-4237.
Career Development can provide students with job listings. Owen said, "We
have about 200 new job listings since the
beginning of September."
Another attractive feature stude nts
should consider is that they can earn up to
three academic credits for certain intern
and co-op assignments.
For more information about internships
and cooperative education see either the
academic department chairperson of the
major being pursued or make an appointment in the Student Career Development
Office.

Kevin Bachman
Sports Reporter

"It made me realize

that there is more to
life than academia.

Grades might matter
but when you're out
there It's performance
that matters."

5100 Mayfield
Lyndhurst
605-9953
Mo~d~y

Cua, Caryn
Year: Senior
Major: Sociology
Hometown: Brooklyn, Ohio
How long can you hold your
breath?: 45 seconds
Which movie title best describes your life?: Speed, because I
am always on the go.
Who do you think is the best
female singer of the year?: Enya,
because her voice is so soothing.
Favorite day of the week: Friday;
it's the beginning of the weekend
and the end of the week
Who is the most inspiring
living woman in your life?: My
mom. She kept her sanity while
raising seven children.
What advice would you give to
anyone just starting at JCU?: I
would tell them to get involved as
soon as possible in as many clubs
and a ivities as they c:an.
What is your favorite book
from your childhood?: How to
be a Perfea Person in just Three Days.
If you were an actress in a
movie, who would you choose
as your leading man?: johnny
Depp, because I think he is a great
actor and also because I think he's
hot
What makes you a unique
j;tudent?: My nationality--half
Chinese and half Slovak
Favorite Disney movie: Beauty

and the Beast
tnfo<m"""' cornp>le<j by Anoa 01 F>'ar<:o;
pMio by )ennfe<Tal-.n.
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We can help with university business.
If you have questions regarding
financial aid, registration,
residence life or your student account,
e-mail your questions to us:
Financial Aid .... ..................... .. j:uofa
Registrar ...... ....................... .. .. jcureg
Residence Life ........ ...... .. ....... j:ureslife
St,,Jem Accounts ............. ........ .j:usar
(Example fornon-vaxmail: name@j:vaxajcuedu)
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Senior Nicki Hewald prepares to dig out a shot against Marietta
as junior Lori Hammer looks on.

Football wins home
finale over Hiram, 27-7
Brian Murphy
Sports Reporter
A t the wtnter wonderland

oth erwise known as Wasmer Field
Saturday,theJoh~ Carroll University football team topped Hiram
College, 27-7.
For the second consecutive
week both teams were forced to
contend with treacherous weather
conditions A heavy, wet snow that
fell for the duration of the game
covered the field and made for slippery conditions.
"It was rough." senior defensive
end Ryan Carter said of the
weather. "We were just trying to
stand up so we weren't getting off
our blocks."
As a result of the terrible elements. both teams looked to establish the run early mordertoset
up the pass. Coach Tony DeCarlo
said the game differed from last
week's snowy game against
Heidelberg in that the snow was
much wetter. making the football
more difficul t to both throw and
catch.
"We had to move the ball on the
ground," he said. "Eventually we
did move pretty welL"
After 1h ree fruitless first quarter drives. JCU (8-1, 7-1 OAC)
scored touchdowns on all three of
Jts second quarter possessions.
The first two scores came on 13yard touchdown passes bysophom ore quarter back Nick Caserio to
sophomores Dean ReidyandJohn
Pries tap.
After 1he second touchdown
pass. only two minutes remained
m the half. But Hiram (3-6, 2-6
OAC) could muster only a short
gain on first down and junior quarterback Dam ion Creel was sacked
on second down. Using excellent
clock management, the Blue
Streakscalled a timeoutaftereach
play and the move payed off as
Creel fumbled on third down. Senior linebacker Chris Anderson
recovered the football at the Hiram
3l·yard lin··
Caserio tossed three incom-

plete passes after the turnover, but
on fourth down he scrambled 24
yards down to the Hiram seven yard line. An offs1des pen alt
against Hiram set trp ser'lfi t
Carmen llacqua 's three-yard
plunge into the endzone just seconds before the close of the half.
"That was a great job based on
the fact we practice that," DeCarlo
said. "I think it was a great response by the kids to get the ball
into the endzone. I think it was a
real confidence builder."
The Streaks added a final
touchdown late in the fourth quarter on a 16-yard swing pass to senior Chad Rankin, who finished
the game with 70 yards rushing
on 16 carries.
Caserio completed 14 of 26
passes for 129 yards and three
touchdowns as ninedifferentjCU
receivers made at least one catch.
He was intercepted once and was
not sacked. DeCarlo was quick to
credit the Blue Streak offensive
linefortheamountof timeCaserio
had in the pocket.
"The offensive line probably
played one of its better games this
season in terms of protecting
Nicky and opening holes," he said.
John Carroll, which finished
the game with seven sacks. continually hounded Creel. Creel finished the game with eight completions in 18 attempts for only 65
yards. The defense also allowed
only 105 total yards on the day.
"G ive alot of credit to guys like
Ryan Caner and Rich Watson who
has worked his way into the lineup.
(Watson haslreallystepped it up a
notch," DeCarlo said. "A nd Scott
O'Donnell has proved the past two
weeks why he was a pre-season
All-American."
Once again last week, one big
play prevented the Streaks from
posting a shutout. In what Carter
described as "a bad first quarter,"
Creel hooked up with freshman
Anthony Wendt on a 36-yard
touchdown pass. The play was set
see ILACQUA, page 9

With a ftve game loss ro
arch rival Ohio Northern University in the Ohio Athletic Conference tournament semifinals last
Friday. the season came to an end
for the John Carroll volleyball
team.
The 15-8,6-15,11-15,15-13,12-15
defeat marked the second timet he
Blue Streaks have lost to the Polar
Bears this season.
The first time the two teams
met, at the DonShula Sports Center in early October, ONU against
pulled out a close five game rna 1ch.
The Streaks advanced to the
semifinals by beating the Marietta
Pioneers at the Shula Sports Center last Tuesday in three quick
games, 15-7,15-8,15-8.
Sophomore outs1de hitter
Nicole Peterson gave credit to the
ONU team.
"They are a good team and they
will rake advantage of whatever
you are not doing well," Peterson
said.
John Carroll, a member of the
Great Lakes Region, also failed to
advance to the NCAA Division Ill
Women's Volleyball Tournament
for the first time since 1992. Representing the Great Lakes Region
this year will be Ohio Northern.
Muskingum, Wittenberg. and
Bluffton.

Senior middle hitter Elizabeth
Black said the Streaks knew they
would be in for a close game
against ONU,the tournament's #2
seed.
"We played an excellent team,"
Black sat d. We knew we would be
m for a battle nd we did fight, but
there can be only one winner."
Peterson said that the team has
had trouble all season ustammg
momentumafterwinnmgthefirst
game of the
match.
"We came
our
real
strong. and
then. like a!ways. it was a
big struggle
for us to stay
up fort he second game,"
Peterson said.
A f t e r
dropping
games two
and three, the
Streaks battled back to take game
four, 15-13, before falling, 12-15. in
the fifth and deciding game.
The Streaks will lose ft ve seniors from this year's 26-9 team.
As a class, Elizabeth Black, Stacy
Bongini, Nicki Hewald, Patty
Kendra and Katy Perrone will end
their collegiate careers having
complied a 120-33 record (.784

wm mng percentage), three NCAA
appearances. two Great Lakes Reg ton champtonshtps. one OAC
regularseasonchampionshipand
one OAC tournament title.
Coach Gretchen Weitbrecht
sa1d she will m1ss the seniors and
applauded them for the contributions they have made to the volleyball program.
"!think this parucularclasshas
brought a lot to the program and l

If I compared this years play
to last years play, there is a
lot of improvement in terms
of the type of play we put on
the floor.
Gretchen Weitbrecht
am gomg to miss them as people,"
Weitbrecht said. "They have done
some things to give the volleyball
program an identity. If you look at
their four year accomplishments,
its one of the most noteworthy
group of senior athletes [the program has ever hadl"
see Y·BALL, page 9
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Senior Chad Rankin dives forward for a first down in JCU's 27-7 victory over Hiram
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Soccer scores eighth
straight winning season
Matt Rayl
Sports Reporte r

Unable to overcome t reache rous weather cond itions last Saturday, the john Carroll men's soccer team suffered a 1-0 defeat to
Hiram in the finals of th e Ohio
Athletic Conference postseason
tourname nt.
The Blue Streaks finished t he
season 10-9-l overa 11 and 6- 4-1 in
theOAC.
Over an inc h of
water on the Terners ' fi eld m ade it
nearly impossible
for either team to
pass or shoot effectively.
As snow cont mJunior Jeff Hunkele fight s for control in last week's shootout victory over Heidelberg as
ued to fall for much
of the game , it besophomore Greg Martin looks on.
came evident that
the first mi stake
made would lead to
a score. Unfortunately for the
Stephanie !:_ox
and that made it easy togo to prac"We performed very well to- Streaks, they made the first and
Sports Reporter
tice eve ry day."
ward the end of th e season," coach only mistake of the game in the
Determ ination and hard work
Pagano, who led the wome n's Don Stupica said. "T he Regional first half.
were the key eleme nts fo r th ej ohn team in every mee t this season, was a good fi nish to the season.·
The Terriers ca pi tali zed by
Carroll men's a nd women's cross placed 17th overa ll a t the Regional
The m en's team struggled with scoring a dec id ing first ha lf goal,
country teams this year.
meet. Fellow fres hm a n Molly inj uries a nd lack of numbers all gJVing them th e OAC Cham pionBoth teams have rehedon team Mayer also helped to lead th e team season, but they fought through ship for the second year in a row.
un ity and improvement.
throughout the season.
adversity and finished the season
Junior goalkeeper Grant Mast,
"The focus of the tea m this year
"We had a very young team," on a strong note.
wh o fini s hed th e season with
was un ity," said women's coach said Lanese. "I d idn't have grea t
"It was a success£ul season wi th seven sh utouts and nearly 200
Kath yLa nese. "Andwe havesuc- expec tations forthefreshma n, but regards to all members of th e saves, includ ing against Hiram,
ceeded 1n perfo rming well as a they improved each meet a nd they team," Stu pica sa id. "It was a very expressed the team's disappointteam a nd we worked hard to- gained expe rience whi ch will help work -oriented group of young ment in losing the final game.
gether."
the team in the fu ture."
men . In thissport,onemustspend
"It's upsetting to lose to Hiram
The tea ms finished their seaJunior Penny Roxas and senior time to work consistently to im- or to any OAC team," Mast said.
sons last Saturday at the NCAA Amy Fenske were very strong in- prove,and we accomplished that." "Of course, we don't feel that we
Great Lakes Regional at Otterbein fluences on the women's team
Sophomore james Van Dress should ever lose to a conference
Co\\e . Placing l7tit. ove.ral\, the with their experience and knowl- led the men's team all season and opponent."
women 's ream did not finish the edge of the sport.
he was also sat isfied with the finJCU qu alified fo r the fi na l ga me
season as wel l as they had hoped.
"Roxas had a n excellent sea- ish of the season.
by defeating tourna ment favorite
·As a tea m, we didn't do as well son," Lanese said. "She was the
"I ra n my best race of the sea- Heidelberg the previous Wednesas I had hoped," said Lanese. "But toughest runner on rhe team. She son fat the Regionalsl" Van Dress day in a shootout, 5-4.
we finished strong in the confer- gave 110 percent at every race. said. "The whole team ran very
The teams battled to a 1-1 tie
ence and 1hat was my key, w get a Fenske was a strong influence as well. The Regional tournament after regulation and two overtime
strong conference standing."
well. She came into the season was a good way to wrap up the periods before entering the
Gaining respect in the OAC and never faltered for us."
season."
shootout. There, both teams made
and making a respectable showThe women's overall finish at
Van Dress agreed that lack of four of the ir first five shots.
ing at the regional level were just the Regional meet is not indica- manpower hurt the team this year.
However, in the first round of
two of the highlights in what tive of the success they have had However, he is optimistic for the sudden death, sophomore john
turned out!O be an excellent sea- this season. Pagano claimed All- future.
Leiter netted his shot and Mast
son for the women's team.
OAC honors with her lOth place
"Although we were few in run- saved theensuingHeidelbergkick
"Almost everyone on our tea m finish at the OAC championship ners," Van Dress said, "those run- to allow JCU to advance to their
obtained lifetime personal bests on October 26. She finished with a ners that we had worked very hard fourth OAC tOurnament final in
for the season ," said freshman time of 2040.2.
and we are pleased at the culmi- five years.
Debbie Pagano "We really had a
The men 's team placed 23rd nation of the season. Wearereally
With the win , the Streaks were
fun season The ream became close overall at the Regional meet.
looking £orward to next year."
able to exact some revenge for their
heartbreaking loss to the Student
Princes a year ago; ironically,
Heidelberg was victOrious in a
shootout over the Streaks in last
year's conference semifinals.
According to Mast.JCU dominated most of the game. He felt

they should have won before it
came dow n to a shootout.
"We played the way we wanted
to," said Mast. "It was not as if we
didn't have any chances to win in
regu lation. We had our opportumties."
Eve n though th e Heidelberg
victory was an exciting one, the
Streaks could not e njoy it for ver y
long as they took on Hiram onl y
three days
later.
Altho ug h
co m JCU
pleted
its
eighth co n secutive winn in g sea son,
t his ye a r 's
team did not
live up to its
Grant Mast own high exp ectation s.
Team mem bers believet hey lost several gam es
they should have wo n.
However, even with largely inconsistent play, the Streaks proved
to be h ighly competitive against
their stronger opponents. Wins
over Bet ha ny and Wilm ington
were two highlights of the 1996
season.
Several players had excellent
individual highlights for the
Streaks this year.
Senior Brady Brosnahan, who
was twice named OAC Player of
the Week this season, led the team
with nine goals and 21total points,
while fellow senior Adrian Del
Bosso was second in goals (six),
assists (four) and total points (16).
Sophomore David Banulovic fi nished a solid year as the team leader
in assists with five.
The Streaks' defense, however,
was truly the backbone of the
squad. JCU opponents scored
three or more goals only twice as
Mast, who started every game of
the season in goal, registered a 0.83
Goals Against Average.
Despite starting the season 0-3
and losing midfielder Chip
Aschenbrener for the year in the
third game of the season, the
Streaks quickly regained the form
that has kept them atop the OAC
for the majority of the '90s. JCU
dropped only three OAC matches
all season before falling to Hiram
in the OAC finals.
The Streaks will lose five se~
niorsheadingintonextseason but
with most of the team returning
in 1997, there is potential for a
high! y success[ul campaign.

"We played the
way we wanted

to. We had our .

opportunities.,

Cross Country wraps up season
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ILACQUA
up by a tremendous play fake.
"We started off on the wrong
foot," said DeCarlo. "But it's happened before. Sometimes we seem
to be in a fun k earl y in th e
ballga me. Once we settled down,
though, we starred putt ing th ings
togeth er."
The victory, however, was bi ttersweet as the Streaks lost the services of llacqua for next week's
ga me against Ba ld wm-Wallace.
ll acqu a, who has a torn anterior
c ruciate ligament in his ri ght knee,
mjured his left knee du ring the
third qua rter.
After a fi ve-yard run, Ilacqua
was h it high and low by a pair of
Terrier defenders. After laying on
the ground for seve ral minutes, he
was hel ped to the sideline and then
tra ns ported by cart to the
loc ker room.
"!don't know if it wassupposed
to ha ppe n, but it d id ,"said llacqua ,
wh o was red-eyed and obviously
di straught in the trainer's room
following the game. "It's hard having onl y one more game with my
teammates and not being able to
finish with them . But they support me and I'll s upport them ."
DeCarlo and other Blue Streak
players were also quite upset about
the injury to Ilacqua. "My heart
goes out to the kid," DeCarlo said.
"What a tough kid. He's as tough a
kid as I've coached."
"If you're going to war, he's the
guy you want next to you," Carter
said.
At press time, the exact extent
of llacqua's injury was unknown.
~Carlo did say, however, that it
was more se ri ous than the tor n
anterior cruciate ligamen t in
Ilacqua's right knee.
"I t's difficult to replace a guy
a agiJ.:) 206 all-purpose yards
osaid "He can
per game ," e
do so many different things well.
Guys like Victor Engoglia and
Mike Ten Brink will havetostepit
up a notch."
The Streaks will attempt to
avenge last year's 31-3 loss to
Baldwin-Wallace when they

.So~et~~es

travel to Finnie Stadium on Saturday fora 1:30 p.m. showdown with
the Yellow Jackets.
"Deep down inside they'll remember [last year's game! and if
they don't, I'll remind them,"
DeCarlo said of the JCU players.
"There's a good possibility it
will be the last game ever for the
seniors," Carter said. "We want to
gooutwitha bang. Wewantwgo
out the right way, in style."
The Streaks will also be looking to m ake one last case to the
NCA Division Ill payoff committee.
"All we can do is do our own
homework and handle our own
situation," DeCarlo said. "But if we
win and don't make the playoffs, I
think it's a slap in the face to Ohio
football. I don 't understand how
they can take four teams from
Pennsylvania and only one from
Ohio."

g

V-ball Seniors close record careers
continued from page 7

Mullally garnered the Player of the
Black, a middle hitter, finishes Year award in both 1992 and 1993.
Sophomore Leslie Dissel was
her career with the fourth most
blocks in school history
(238). Hewald is fifth all
timeinserviceaces026).
Perrone graduates
with the school record
for most games played
(438) and digs (1,684) , did fight, but there can
also an OAC record.
Perrone was also sebe
lected by the conference
coaches as the 1996 OAC
Elizabeth Black
Player of the Year. She
led the Streaks in kills
(487) and was fourth in the OAC named to the OAC second team,
while Black and sophomore
with 3.61 kills per game.
With this award, Perrone be- middle hitter Molly Ridenour recomesthethird playerinfiveyears ceived honorable mention.
Next season, the Streaks return
from John Carroll to receive the
OAC'stopvolleyball honor. Stacey four starters: Dissel,junior outside
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one winner"

hitter Lori Ha mmer, Peterson, and
Ride nour. junior outside hitter
PamJtmison, who sat out this season with a knee injury, will also
return next season.
Although the team did not advance lO the NCAA tournament
for the first time in four years,
Weitbrecht does not cons1de r th e
season a dtsappomtment.
"I think probably th last week
wasadisappointment,butif!compare this year's play to last year's
play, there was a lot of improvement in terms of the type of play
we put on the floor," she said.
The Streaks made a great overall improvement after the midpoint of the year. After starting
the season with an 8-6 mark,JCU
turned the year around by winning 18 of its final21 matches.

TOMM
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Soccer scores eighth
straight winning season
Matt Rayl
Sports Reporter
Unable to overcome treacherous weather conditions last Saturday, the john Carroll men'ssoccer team suffered a 1-0 defeat to
Hiram in the finals of the Ohio
Athletic Conference postseason
tournament.
The Blue Streaks finished the
season 10-9-l overall and 6-4-1 in
theOAC
Over an inch of
water on the Terriers' field made it
nearly impossible
for either team ro
pass or shoot effectively.
As snow continued tofallformuch
of the game, it became evident that
the first mistake
made would lead to
a score. Unfortunately for the
Streaks, they made the first and
only mistake of the game in the
first hal f.
The Terriers capitalized by
scoring a deciding first half goal.
giving them the OACChampionship for the second year in a row.
junior goalkeeper Grant Mast,
who finished the seaso n with
seven shutouts and nearly 200
saves, including against Hiram,
expressed the team's disappointment in losing th e final game.
"It's upsetting to lose to Hiram
or to any OAC team," Mast said.
"Of course, we don't feel that we
should ever lose to a conference
opponent."
jCU qualified for the final game
by defeating tournament favorite
Heidelberg the previous Wednesday in a shootout, 5-4.
The teams battled to a 1-1 tie
after regulation and two overtime
periods before entering the
shootout. There, both teams made
four of their fi rst five shots.
However, in the first round of
sudden death, sophomore John
Leiter netted his shot and Mast
saved the ensuing Heidelberg kick
to allow JCU to advance to their
fourth OAC tournament final in
fi ve years.
With the win, the Streaks were
able to exact some revenge for their
heartbreaking loss to the Student
Princes a year ago; ironically,
Heidelberg was victorious in a
shootout over the Streaks in last
year's conference semifinals.
According to Mast,JCU dominated most of the game. He felt

they should have won before it
came down to a shootour.
"We played the way we wanted
to." said Mast "It was not as if we
didn't have any chances to win in
regulation. We had our opportunities"
Even though the Heidelberg
victory was an exciting one, the
Streaks could not enjoy it for very
long as they took on Hiram only
three days
later.
Although
JCU
completed
its
eighth consecutive winning season.
this year's
team did not
hve up to its
Grant Mast own high expectations .
Team membersbelievethey lostseveralgames
they s hould have won.
However, even with largely inconsistent play, the Streaks proved
to be highly competitive against
their stronger opponents Wins
over Bethany and Wilmington
were two highlights of the 1996
season.
Several players had excellent
individual highlights for the
Streaks this year.
Senior Brady Brosnahan, who
was twice named OAC Player of
the Week this season, led the team
wit h nine goals and 21 total points,
while fellow senior Adrian Del
Busso was second in goals (six),
assists Uour) and total points (16).
Sophomore Davtd Bartulovic finished a solid year as the team leader
in assists with five .
The Streaks' defense, however,
was tru ly the backbone of the
squad. JCU opponents scored
three or more goals on Iy twice as
Mast , who started every game of
the season in goal, registered a 0.83
Goals Against Average.
Despite starting the season 0-3
and losing midfielder C hip
Aschenbrener for the year in the
third game of the season, the
Streaks quickly regained theform
that has kept them atop the OAC
for the majority of the '90s. JCU
dropped on Iy three OAC matches
all season before falling to Hiram
in the OAC finals.
The Streaks will lose five se"
niorsheadingintonextseason but
with most of t he team returning
in 1997, there is potential for a
highly successfu l campaign.

"We played the

way we wanted

to. We had our .

Junior Jeff Hunkele fights for control in last week's shoot out victory over Heidelberg as
sophomore Greg Martin looks on.

Cross Country wraps up season
Stephanie Fox

.......

Sports Reporter
Determination and hard work
were th e key elements for theJoh n
Carroll men's and women 's cross
country teams this year.
Both teams have relied on team
unity and 1mprovemem.
"Thefocusof the team this year
was unity," said women's coach
Kathy Lanese. "And we have succeeded 10 performing well as a
team and we worked hard together."
The teams finished their seasons last Satu rday at the NCAA
Great Lakes Regional at Otterbein
Col\q,e. Placing l7tn overa\\,the
wom en :S team did not f1nish the
season as well as they had hoped.
"As a team. we didn't do as well
as l had hoped." said Lanese. "But
we finished strong in the conference and that was my key, ro get a
strong con fere nce standing."
Gaining respect in the OAC
and making a respectable showing a t the regional level were just
two of the highlights in what
turned out to be a n ex client season for the women's team.
"A lm ost everyone on our team
obtained lifetime personal bests
for the season," said freshman
Debb1e Pagano. "We really had a
fun season The team became dose

and that made it easy togo to prac"We performed very well totice every day."
ward the end of the season," coach
Pagano, who led the women's Don Stupica said. "The Regional
team in every meet this season, was a good finish to the season."
placed 17th overall at the Regional
The men's team struggled with
meet. Fellow freshman Molly injuries and lack of numbers all
Mayer also helped to lead the team season, but they fought through
throughout the season.
adversity and finished the season
"We had a very young team." on a strong note.
said Lanese. "I didn't have great
"Itwasasuccessful season with
expectationsforthefreshman, but regards to all members of the
they improved each meet and they team," Stu pica said. "It was a very
gained experience which will help work-oriented group of young
the team in the future."
men. In this sport, one must spend
junior PennyRoxas and senior time to work consistently to imAmy Fenske were very strong in- prove, and we accomplished that."
fluences on the women's team
Sophomore James Van Dress
with thei.r experience and knowl- led the men's team all season and
edge of the sport.
he was also satisfied with the fm"Roxas had an excellent sea- ish of the season.
son." Lanese said. "She was the
"I ran my best race of the seatoug hest runner on the team . She son [at the Regiona lsl." Van Dress
gave lJO percent at every race. said. "The whole team ran very
Fenske was a strong influen ce as welL The Regional tournament
well. She came into the season was a good way to wrap up the
and never faltered for us."
season."
The women's overall finish at
Van Dress agreed that lack of
the Regio nal meet is not indica- manpower hurt the team this year.
tive of the success they have had However. he is opt imistic for the
this season. Pagano claimed AII- future.
OAC honors with her lOth place
"Although we were few in runfinish at the OAC championship ners," Van Dress said, "those runon October 26. She finished with a ners th at we had worked very hard
time of 20:40.2.
and we are pleased a t the culmi The men's team placed 23rd nation of the season. Weare really
overall at the Regional meet.
looking forward to next year."
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ILACQUA
continued from page 7
up by a tremendous play fake.
"We started off on the wrong
foot," said DeCarlo. "But it's happened before. Sometimes we seem
to be in a funk early in the
ballgame. Once we settled down,
though, we started puuing thmgs
together."
The victory. however, was bittersweet astheStreaks lost the services of rlacqua for next week's
game against Baldwin-Wallace.
ll acqua. who has a torn anterior
cruciate ligament in his right knee ,
injured his left knee during the
third quarte r.
After a five-yard run, llacqua
was hit high and low by a pair of
Terrier defenders. After laying on
the ground for severa l minutes, he
was helped to the sideline and then
transported by cart to the
locker room.
"\don't know if itwassupposed
w happen, but it did." said llacqua.
who was red-eyed and obviously
distraught in the trainer's room
following the game. "It's hard having only one more game with my
teammates and not being able to
finish with them . But they support me and l'll support them."
DeCarlo and other Blue Streak
players were a lsoquite upset about
the injury to llacqua. "My heart
goes out to the kid ." DeCarlo said.
"W hat a tough kid. He's as tough a
kid as I've coached."
"If you're going to war, he's the
guy you want next to you." Carter
said.
At press time, the exact extent
of llacqua's injury was unknown.
DeCarlo did say, however, that it
was more serious th an the torn
anterior cruciate ligament in
llacqua's right knee.
"It's difficult to replace a guy
si.ug]06 all-purpose yards
a
per game,"l)eemiosaid. "He can
do so many different things well.
Guys like Victor Engoglia and
Mike Te n Brink will have to step it
up a notch"
The Streaks will attempt to
avenge last year's 31-3 loss to
Baldwin-Wallace when they

travel to Finnie Stadium on Saturday fora 1:30 p.m. showdown with
the Yellow Jackets.
"Deep down inside they'll remember [last year's ga me! and if
they don't , I'll remind them,"
DeCarlo said of thejCU players.
"There's a good possibility it
will be the last game ever for the
seniors." Carter said. "We want to
go out with a bang. We wan t to go
out the right way, in style."
The Streaks will also be looking to make one last case to the
NCAA Division Ill playoff committee.
"All we can do is do our own
homework and handle our own
situation." DeCarlo said. "But if we
win and don't make the playoffs, I
think it's a slap in the face to Ohio
football. I don't understand how
they can take four teams from
Pennsylvania and only one from
Ohio."
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V-ball Seniors close record careers
continued from page 7

Mu llallygarnered the Player of the
Black. a middle hitter. finishes Year award in both 1992 and I993.
Sop homore Leslie Dissel was
her career with the fou rth most
blocks in school history
(238). Hewald is fifth all
omeinserviceaces026)
Perrone graduates
with the school record
for most games played
(438) and digs (1.684). did fight, but there can
a \so an OAC record.
Perrone was also selected by the conference
coaches as the 1996 OAC
Elizabeth Black
Player of the Year. She
led the Streaks in kills
( 487) and was fourth in the OAC named to the OAC second team,
while Black and sophomore
with 3.61 kills per game.
With this award, Perrone be- middle hitter Molly Ridenour recomes the third player in five years ceived honorable mention.
Next season, the Streaks return
from John Carroll to receive the
OACs top volleyball honor. Stacey four starters: Dissel,junior outside

"We knew we would be
In for a battle and we
only be one winner''
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hitter Lor i Hammer. Peterson, and
Ridenour. junior outside hitter
Pam Jimison, who sat out this season with a knee injury, will also
return next season.
Although the team did not advance to the NCAA rournamenr
for the first time in four years.
Weitbrecht doe not cons1der the
season a d1sappomtment.
"\ think pmbabl y the lasl we \<.
was a disappotntmenr. but if !compare this year's play to last years
play. there was a lot of improvement in terms of the type of play
we put on the floor: she said.
The Streaks made a great overall improvement after the mid·
point of the year. After starting
the season with an 8-6 marlc,JCU
turned the year around by winning 18 of its final21 matches.
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This week's special is: All JCU students and
faculty receive a 10 percent discount with I.D.
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•Views/Editorial
How will you know?

--

·-

With the tallying of those final western votes late Election Day night, people nationwide sighed in relief- the
three-ringed circus known as the election year had finally
packed up and left town. Gone are the videocameras,
tapeplayers, and microphone-waving reporters recording
every single footstep of every single candidate plus their
spouses, children and slight acquaintances every hour of
the three-hundred-sixty-five days before the polls closed.
Thanks to the diligence of the news of the four major
networks,plus cable news stations likeCNN and Headline
News, wekneweverythingfromPresidentClinton'sstance
on the bloodshed in Zaire to whether Bob Dole prefered
boxers or briefs. Is the media overstepping their bounds?
We question what the purpose and the parameters of the
media are, if the media has crossed those parameters too
many times for their readers' thirst for sensationalism, and
who should be a check on the fourth estate.
We often criticize the nightly news for being the most
depressinghalf-houron television. From murderous postoffice rampages in America's heartland to carbombs in
Ireland to collapsing hospitals in lndia, the grim and the
dreary are enough to suck the wind from the most cheerfully inflated sails, and after putting in a grueling eighthour shift, the average American has only enough tolerance for the one or two "feel-good" and "warm-and-fuzzy"
peices presented just before the closing credits. The picture presented by the media is never pretty, building up
other levels of hell outside of our own personal ones. But,
to twist an old adage, it is better to be safe than satisified
and sorry. The purpose of the media is information, not
positivity. Sure, the crack that the media wedged and
widened in the Watergate scandal sullied the portrait of
the Presidencyandspawnedagooddeal of contempt held
for Chief Executives and their administrations ever since.
But, now that the public is sadder but wiser, o[fici.als toeing on the line of corruption are more aware that the line
is guarded by the media.
Sometimes, the media is criticized for that very scrutiny, claiming that the zoom lens and the pocket microphone violates the right to privacy, which ranks right up
there with, constitutionally speaking, the right of free
speech. The battle between these two rights has been a
long and bitter one, with reputations and lives ruined on
both sides. When Gary Hart was forced to resign from a
promising presidential campaign run in the late eighties,
many people said that the media ran him into the ground.
They hunted him incessantly, plaguing him with questions, always snooping about. Perhaps the media scrutiny
of llart wa overzealous. Perhaps reporters were drawn to
him like a moth to a flame, and asked him uncomfortable
questions. But not one of those reporters pushed him into
bed wi.rh Donna Rice. The media'sscrutinyuncovered the
fact that a man who would promise to preserve and protect rh United States of America couldn't even keep the
promises he made to just one other person, his wife.
Maybe a womanizing President doesn't mean much
constdcring America's Post-Watergate morality But the
po_si bilry of pruning back the reach of the media does.
The media's responsibility is to supply the public with all
the information essential to everyday issues that they can
find The public's responsibility is to filter through that
information and di cover how it affects them, and take
action 10 alter tho e affects lf the media is hindered from
broadcast\ ng t htsinformation to the public, the on! y people
wnh acces rot hat mformation would be those who didn't
want the public to know about it.

HITS & misses

HIT: The snow: great for snow angels and
whitewashes (hopefully without yellow
snow). m I s s: Paying $60 for parking
pass and getting your car snowed in.
m I 8 8 (ed): The last two performances of
Twelfth Night. m I s s: Not getting Tuesday
off in the first place, can you say lawsuits?!
At John Carroll, safety is always first.
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•Views/ Letters to the editor
In response to Michael
Gallagher's letter

~
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School: it beats packing groceries
After two solid weeks of tests, quizzes, and papers, I started asking myself for the millionth time
why I was here puning myself through this torture.
It did nor take very long to remind myself of the past
two years 1 have spent as a cashier at my local grocery store and why 1 wouldn't want this job for the
rest of my life.
Despite what many people
think, being a cashier is very
Colleen
hard work. Two of the requireLeslie
ments for this job are unendAssistant
ing patience and the ability to
Entertainment
hold your tongue.
Editor
The one thing that was
stressed to me the most during training was that the
Commentary
"customer is always right."
And for the first couple
months 1believed that statement. After all, these
people had been doing their grocery shopping all
their life and 1was a brand new cashier. What did
!know?
As It r tn out,
e ~ lot more than th
customers did. It never fails to amaze me how stupid
some of my customers could be and some of the
ridiculous questions they would ask me.
For example, there are always those people that
walk right under the "Express" sign and ask me "Is
this Express?" Or the customers who come through
"Express" with a cart full of groceries and complain
that even if the line is for 12 items or less I should
take them if I'm not busy.
Every day I have customers that complain to me
about the high prices we have. just once I would love
to tell them I personally raise or lowerthe prices just
to upset them.
And then there are those wonderful people who
have their checks certified for only $75 but don't tell
me this until I have totalled their bill to well over
$!00. Then I get to delete their purchases one by one
until the bill is low enough for them to pay it.
Some customers like to pay in the most compli-

cared ways. Some prefertopayincoins. Personally,
!like it when customers give me change so I don't
have to get any from the office. But some people go
overboard. They pay their entire bill in coins. I don't
get too upset when they pay with $2 in quarters, but
it gets old when you pay a $l0 bill with quarters,
dimes, nickels, and pennies.
And then they get upset
when I ask them to roll the
change next time before givingittome. Afterall,couming it all om takes a while.
Many customers think
they are entitled to use any
coupons they want,
whether or not they actually bought the item, simply because they"have been
going to this store for so many years." They insist
that their coupon is good even when I am holding the very item in my hand that doesn't count
towards the coupon. Then, once again, they yell
at me saying any other cashier would give it to
them.
l have been yelled at over some of the stupidest,
most insignificant thingsoverthe years. lf it weren't
for my sense of humor, I think !would have cracked
by now.
Seeing as how it is almost Thanksgiving, it is
time for me to decide whether or not to go back to
work for a couple days. After writing this article and
thinking about everything those customers put me
through, I really don't think a couple of bucks will
compensate for the exasperation I would be put
through.
I'd take writing a term paper over working as a
cashierfor a day anytime. Of all the terrible things
I have endured because of this job, it has taught
me one thing. All the work and stress !go through
for classes is worth it if it means never having to
work as a cashier or deal with the general public
again.

Making the most of a snowy situation
Whoever said that havingasnowday was easy, was
wrong.Or maybe they just never lived in Cleveland As
I am writing this commentary l wonder if it will ever
get to you When I woke up
this morning th1ngs were
lookmg up-afterall we had
Jennifer
lights and heat and didn't
Tallisman
have to worry about getting
Photo Editor
candle wax on the carpet.
On top of all that, I found
out that our classes were
canceled, but my joy disap
pea red when I looked out
Commentary
the window and saw about
10 more inches of snow on
my unplowed street. My m1t1al thoughts of watchmg
soaps all day and talking on the phone, were Interrupted b; the tmmediate matter at hand - my commentary was due at CN today! But, how could I get
there? Did 1 mention that my phone lines are down,!
am basically snowed in and I can't use email. You are
probably wondering why 1even bother to write this at
all, well don't worry I havefaith thatthe roads will get
cleared and the snow will stop, otherwise I will be
sendingmydogona sled ride she wtll neverforget(jUSt
ktdding).
Considering this is my fii'Sl winter back in Cleveland
mfouryearsOlived in Arizona fort he pastthreeyears), l

think lam handlingnwell.Hey,lastyearatthistimei was
smingbythepool m my apartment complex. My biggest
concern was deciding what number SPF sunscreen to
use. Now I am buying a jacket,
gloves, a scarf. a hat and even snow
tires. I am now reacquainted with
lake effect snow, wind ch1l1 factor
and hypothermia. For some rea·
son, Idon't remember the winters
being this bad when I was a kid.
!could always look at the bright
side of thmgs, when it snows it
makes the trees so beautiful to look
at, until they are the reason you
don't have electricity When it
snows you can do all sons of things that you can't do
any other time of year-like sledding, snow ball fights
and shoveling snow off your driveway. When it snows,
[or exercise you can go ice skating or just unbury your
car And don'tforgetabout the thrill of flying down the
giant ski slopes - the cast usually comes off in six to
eight weeks. On those cold snowy nights. you do need
to keep warm. When you light a fire, you can look at the
warm embers, until you have to go outside and schlep
more wood in. Be sure to enjoy hot chocolate with
marshmallows until you burn the roof of your mouth.
All kidding aside, we should be grateful for this snow
day, because who knows if we'll ever get oneagain 1

_ __...._

Tonight in Bosnia a young girl sleeps
soundly,safefrom falling mortar shells, because the US Army is there keeping peace.
In recent yearsAmericansoldiers have been
deployed worldwide in support of operations other than war. Our Armed Forces
have restored democracy to Granada, Haiti
and Panama. They feed the masses in Somalia and came to the rescue during hurricanes, earthquakes, flood,, and forest fires.
Army doctors went deep into the jungles of
Central America to provide medical aide to
people who had never seen a doctor. During
the summer Olympics over 3,000 troops
provided security and logistics support.
American Soldiers are standing watch at
peace keeping outposts in the Sinai, Korea
and Macedonia. But, these humanitarian
o.chievements are secondary to the mission
of providing the American people with a
military force so powerful that the enemies
of our peace and freedom are deterred from
aggressive acts.
Historically. the American military has
failed as a deterrenttoaggression. Its failure
has been largely due to the American
people's decision to not maintain an Army
capable of forcing potential enemies to act
peacefully.
As a Korean war veteran, Mr. Gallagher
should realize that the war hefoughtcaused
largely by the grossly inadequate fighting
efficiency of the American and South Korean Armies. South Korea had no tanks, no
air force and only a few pre -World War II
cannons. The North Koreans saw this weakness as an open invitation to invade the
South and acted accordingly. Communist
forces swept across nearly all of South Korea in jusl1l~..wceks. Ame rica responded
y~ing a rag-rag task force of poorly
rained and equipped soldiers. The Americnp, Army, 1har ].,ss rhan five years earlier
had won the Second World Was, found itself
un repared for combat and was nearly
dnv
e sea by the Communists.
Democracies a~e never learned that
peace is kept by strong armed forces. Every
major conflict since World War I was in
part caused by democratic nations' failure
to take strong military action against dictators When Mussolini invaded Ethiopia they
did nothing. When Hitler occupied the
Ruhr and seized Czechoslovakia, they did
nothing. When Stalin and Hitler invaded
Poland the democracies declared war and
then did nothing. The despots confidence
grew with each act of aggression. They
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believed democracies loved peace more
than freedom, and would always grant
them concessions to do as British Prime
Minister Chamberlain put it, "Never to go
to war with one another again".
Recently, another British Prime Minister, Lady Margaret Thatcher said:
'Nowm y friends, we must never be complacent. We must never think that there
will be perpetual peace. That is what they
thought after World War I. We must be
vigi Iant to see that we are fully and strongly
equipped should anyone dare to,or want to
attack us. Dictators are frightened by ,he
strength of others. They are attracted by
weakness. Let us be vigilant to ensure that
the great heart, as Winston [Churchill]
would have put it, has his sword and armor
to guard the pilgrims on their way. He
would say,'Keep strong in defense and tee hnology,and vigilantto perpetuate rhatdeep
faith on which America is founded .. .m
The challenge of peace is a great one
indeed. Today there are madmen who feel
no remorse in slaughtering innocent lives
to maintain or increase their power. History teaches that "If you want peace, prepare for war". We absolutely must, keep a
strong military force to deter aggression
that threatens our peace.
I feel the Army's mission is not contrary
to the Gospel. Can a cause be more noble
than defending the helpless and innocent
against tyranny and depotism? Especially
against powers that would replace worship
of God with worship of the state and make
its despot a deity I believe that God allows
us to defend, by force of arms, "our religion
and freedom, and our peace, and our families.'
Craig Niederriter
Dept. of Military Science.
l was recently sent an issu e of the .Carroll News, and m t admit l was extremely
displeased with the comments made by Mr.
Michael Gallagher.
It troubles me that a man who never
attained RWM, a rank higher than that of
private in the United States Army, holds
himself out to bean expert on officer training. He never had the extra incentive RWM,
or desire to become an officer, and so is
relegated to providing a supplementary
reading list for those who are gracious
enough to support the Army ROTC program.
That Mr. Gallagher can chide a "sixty
year-old" man for voicing his opinions simply because he never served in the military
during a major engagement is absurd. Several of today's great military leaders have
never been afforded the opportunity to
serve in a major conflict. However, this
absolutely misses the main point, which is
that military experience is not needed to
support the Army or its officers. Any
mother, father, other relative, or friend of
an officer knows this to be true. Would Mr.
Gallagher similarly chide my mother, father, or friends for supporting me in my
military career (and earlier, my jCU Army

ROTC career) simply because they did not
serve ina major conflict? Would he provide
them with enlightenment books to read?
I'm sure they would kindly refuse to be
"enlightened" by such an individual, as I
would.
Addttionally, I disagree with Mr.
Gallagher's bitter, cynical view that the
Army's main purpose is to kill people. I
think the Army's Chaplains (also officers)
would join me is disagreeing. Killing is, in
fact , a last resort, and not a pleasant one at
that. As unpleasant of a realization as it is
for Mr. Gallagher to confront, people do get
killed in warfare. lt would be safer to give
everybody boxing gloves instead of guns,
but this probably will not occur anyume
soon.
My four-year Army ROTC scholarship
was not free. As both Cadet Battalion Commander and Ranger Commander atJCU, it
was my duty and privilege to train thecadetsintheArmyROTCprogram Themain
objective of the program is to produce
highly competent, educated officers. My
fellow classmates, and those of generations
before mme,are living proof thatjohn Carroll University can do just that. So in the
meantime, 1 believe I speak for myself and
my fellow officers when I thank jCU for
giving me that opportunity to learn my
trade, and receive my college education, at
such a fine institution.
Rob W. MacDonald
2LT, U.S. Army
Class of 1995

Boler School of Business
coverage questioned
lam disappointed by The Carrol l News's
lack of reporting the events going on around
the john and Mary Jo Boler School o( Busi
ness. Two weeks ago on Saturday, October
26, the Boler School of Business held dedication ceremonies in honor of the Bolers,
who generously contributed $10 million
toward thefutureeducationof john Carroll
University business students. Nobody from
The Carroll News attended or even bothered to take the time to find out what happened.
At current, I assume that The Carroll
News had its reasons forignoringthis event.
I understand that it can sometimes be a
long walk all the way from the Atrium to
the Boler School of Business (especially on
warm, sunny days like that one was); it
seems like members of your paper are usually unable to make it that far. This was,
af terall,a veryimportantevent in the grand
scheme of things on campus- it's not every
day that someone has a university facility
dedicated in their honor(if you've detected
a bit of cynicism in my tone, then I've done
my job). Even if youcouldn'tsendsomeone
to cover the entire event, you could have
sent one of your staff to the Atrium for the
reception afterwards, taken a few pictures,
and gotten some reactions. At the very least
you could have gotten somebody to get one

of the folders that were prepared for the
dedication,exammed the information, and
reported on it
Unfortunately, I feel that thts is just a
symptom of a much larger problem at The
Carroll News. It seems as though much of
the happenings around the Boler School of
Business are overlooked or ignored by The
Carroll News, while it reports on anything
that occurs around every other part of this
university. It's a shame that you chose to
eliminate your business section of a few
years ago (which would have adequately
covered events such as the dedication), but
it's an even btgger shame that you haven't
mtegrated even a fraction of its contents
into the rest of your paper. 1 was certain
that the dedication would be front page
news, and two issues later lstillamshocked
that it hasn't been news at all. I sincerely
hope that you and your staff will do a better
job in covering Boler School of Business related news in the future.
Christopher L Rankin
Student Business Advisory Council

Carroll News - Student Union
relationship questioned
As newly elected class officer and senator in the Student Union. I am still trying to
understand many of the issues that effect
my class. One of them istheammositythat
sometimes seems to exist between the SlUdent Union and the Carroll News.
Each person I have met in the Student
Union is a genuinely good individual. All
honestly try to do what is right, best, and
most fair for every single member of the
student body. Howev r, every time I open
my issue of The Carroll News, l see the reasons and motives from the Student Union's
actions twisted before my eyes
Why was the voung ~eode ( r a rdercn
dum changed \rom nccdmg50%o[ the. stu
dent bodytovotetoonly25%? Not because
tt made any referendum easier to pass, but
because the portion of the student body
who is interested in what happens to them
should not be held prisoner by those who
are uninterested.
How does this change to the Student
Union'sgovernmentstructureeffectthestudent body? More people will actively be
involved in the Student Union. More people
will have a voice in where the money goes
for student organizations. This actually
rakes some power away from the Senate,
and gives it to others
If the Student Union is so power hungry,
trying to pull a fast one on the student body
of john Carroll, why would the Student
Union Senate work so hard to pass a referendum that takes power away from itself?
Why would moral peoplewhodonate hours
upon hours of their time trying to improve
their school do something dishonest, unfair, and against their values by forcing an
unwanted change upon the student body?
Every move that the Student Union
makes is debated and questioned to make
sure it is in the best interest of the john
Carroll Community.
Kate Meacham
Freshmen Class Vice President
Class of 2000
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OPINION

In response to Michael
Gallagher's letter

How will you know?

·-

HITS & misses

HIT: The snow: great for snow angels and
whitewashes (hopefully without yellow
snow). m I s s: Paying $60 for parking
pass and getting your car snowed in.
m I 8 8 (ed): The last two performances of
Twelfth Night. m I s s: Not getting Tuesday
off in the first place, can you say lawsuits?!
At John Carroll, safety is always first.

11

•Views/ Letters to the editor

•Views/Editorial
With the tallying of those final western votes late Election Day night, people nationwide sighed in relief- the
three-ringed circus known as the election year had finally
packed up and left town. Gone are the videocameras,
tape players, and microphone-waving reporters recording
every single footstep of every single candidate plus their
spouses, children and slight acquaintances every hour of
the three-hundred-sixty-five days before the polls dosed.
Thanks to the diligence of the news of the four major
networks, plus cable news stations like CNN and Headline
News, we knew everything from PresidentClinton'sstance
on the bloodshed in Zaire to whether Bob Dole prefered
boxers or briefs. Is the media overstepping their bounds?
We question what the purpose and the parameters of the
media are, if the media has crossed those parameters too
many times for their readers' thirst for sensationalism, and
who should be a check on the fourth estate.
We often criticize the nightly news for being the most
depressing half -hour on television.From murderous postoffice rampages in America's heartland to carbombs in
Ireland to collapsing hospitals in India, the grim and the
dreary are enough to suck the wind from the most cheerfully inflated sails, and after putting in a grueling eighthour shift, the average American has only enough tolerance for the one or two "feel-good" and "warm-and-fuzzy"
peices presented just before the closing credits. The picture presented by the media is never pretty, building up
other levels of hell outside of our own personal ones. But,
to twist an old adage, it is better to be safe than satisified
and sorry. The purpose of the media is information, not
positivity. Sure, the crack that the media wedged and
widened in the Watergate scandal sullied the portrait of
the Presidency and spawned a good deal of contempt held
for Chief Executives and their administrations ever since.
But, now that the public is sadder but wiser, officials toeing on the li ne of corr uption are more aware that the line
is guarded by the media.
Sometimes, the media is criticized for that very scrutiny, claiming that the zoom lens and the pocket microphone violates the right to privacy, which ranks right up
there with, constitutionally speaking, the right of free
speech. The battle between these two rights has been a
long and bitter one, with reputations and lives ruined on
both sides. When Gary Hart was forced to resign from a
promising presidential campaign run in the late eighties,
many people said that the media ran him into the ground.
They hunted him incessant ly, plaguing him with questi ons, always snooping about. Perhaps the media scrutiny
of llart was overzealous. Perhaps reporte rs were drawn to
h1m l1 ke a moth to a flame, and asked him uncomfortable
questions. Bur not one of those reporters pushed him into
bed wirh Donna Rice. The media's scrutiny uncovered the
fact that a man who would promise to preserve and protect rhe United States of America couldn't even keep the
promises he made to just one other person, his wife.
Maybe a womanizing President doesn't mean much
considering America's Post-Watergate morality. But the
pos ibilty of pruning back the reach of the media does.
The media's responsibility is to supply the public with all
the information essential to everyday issues that they can
find The public's responsibility is to filter through that
information and di cover how it affects them, and take
action to alter tho eaffects.lf the media is hindered from
broadcasting thisinformation to the public, theonl y people
wnh access to that mformation would be those whod1dn't
wanr the puhlic to know about it.
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School: it beats packing groceries
After two solid weeks of tests, quizzes, and papers, l started asking myself for the millionth time
why 1was here putting myself through this torture.
It did nonakevery long to remind myself of the past
two years I have spent as a cashier at my local grocery store and why l wouldn't want this job for the
rest of my life.
Despite what many people
think, being a cashier is very
Colleen
hard work. Two of the requireLeslie
ments for this job are unendAssistant
ing patience and the ability to
Entertainment
hold your tongue.
EdltOI
The one thing that was
stressed to me the most d uring training was that the
Conmentary
"customer is always right."
And for the first couple
months 1 believed that statement. After all, these
people had been doing their grocery shopping all
their life and I was a brand new cashier. What did
1 know?
s l ru ne our, ne 'a lot more than rh
customers did. It never fails to amaze me hows!Upid
some of my customers could be and some of the
ridiculous questions they would ask me.
For example, there are always those people that
walk right under the "Express" sign and ask me "1s
this Express?" Or the customers who come through
"Express" with a cart full of groceries and complain
that even if the line is for 12 items or less I should
take them if I'm not busy.
Every day I have customers that complain to me
about the high prices we have.] ust once l would love
to tell them I personally raise or lower the prices just
ro upset them.
And then there are those wonderful people who
have their checks ce rtified for only $75 but don't tell
me this until! have totalled their bill to well over
$100. Then I get to delete their purchases one by one
until the bill is low enough for them to pay it.
Some customers like to pay in the most compli-

cared ways. Some prefer to pay in coins. Personally,
I like it when customers give me change so 1 don't
have to get any from the office. But some people go
overboard. Theypay theirentire bill incoins. ldon't
get too upset when theypaywith$2in quarters, but
it gets old when you pay a $10 bill with quarters,
dimes, nickels, and pennies.
And then they get upset
when I ask them to roll the
change next time before givingittome. After all, counting it all out takes a while.
Many customers think
they are entitled to use any
coupons they want,
whether or not they actually bought the item, simply because they "have been
going to this store for so many years." They insist
that their co upon is good even when I am holding the very item in my hand that doesn'tcount
towards the coupon. Then, once again, they yell
at me saying any other cashier wou1d give it to
the m.
I have been yelled at over some of the stupidest,
most insignificant thingsoverthe years. lf it weren't
for my sense of humor, I think l would have cracked
by now
Seeing as how it is almost Thanksgiving, it is
time for me to decide whether or not to go back to
work for a couple days. After writing thisarticleand
thinking about everything those customers put me
through, I really don't think a couple of bucks will
compensate for the exasperation l would be put
through.
I'd take writing a term paper over working as a
cashier foradayanyti me. Of all the terrible things
l have endured because of this job, it has taught
me one thing. All theworkandstresslgothrough
for classes is worth it if it means never having to
work as a cashier or deal with the general public
again.

Making the most of a snowy situation
Whoever said that having a snow day was easy, was think lam handlingttwell.Hey,last yearatthist ime l was
wrong. Or maybe they just never lJVed in Cleveland. As silting by the pool in myapartmentcomplex.My biggest
lam writing this commentary l wonder if it will ever concern was deciding what number SPF sunscreen to
use. Now 1 am buying a jacket,
get to you. When l woke up
gloves,a scarf,a hat and evens now
this morning things were
tires. I am now reacquainted with
looking up·afterall we had
JeMifer .---lake
effect snow, wind chill factor
lights and heat and dtdn't
Talllsman
and hypothermia For some reahave to worry about getting
Photo Editor
son,] don't remember the winters
candle wax on the carpet.
being this bad when l was a kid.
On top of all that, l found
Icou ld always look at the bright
out that our classes were
side of 1hings, when it snows it
canceled, but my joy disapmakesthetreesso beautiful to look
peared when l looked out
Commentary
at,
unnl they are the reason you
the window and saw about
don't have electricity When it
lO more inches of snow on
my unplowed street. My initial thoughts of watching snows you can do all sorts of things that you can't do
soaps all day and talking on the phone, were Inter- any other time of year- like sledding, snow ball fights
rupted 1-j the tmmediate matter at hand· my com · and shoveling snow off your driveway. When it snows,
memar)' was due at CN today! But, how could I get for exercise you can go ice skating or just unbury your
there? Did 1 mention that my phone lines are down, l car. And don'tforget about the thrill of flying down the
am basically snowed in and I can't use email. You are giant ski slopes- the cast usually comes off in six to
probably wondering why Ieven botherto write this at eight weeks. On those cold snowy nights, you do need
all , well don't worry 1 have faith that the roads will get 10 keep warm. When you ltghta fire, you can look at the
cleared and the snow will stop, otherwise I will be warm embers, until you have to go outside and schlep
sending my dog on a sled ride she will never forget (just more wood in. Be sure to enjoy hot chocolate with
marshmallows until you burn the roof of your mouth
kidding)
Considenng this is my first winter back in Cleveland All kidding aside, we should be grateful for this snow
in four years (I lived in Arizona for the past three years), I day, because who knows if we'll ever get one again!

.~
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Tonight in Bosnia a young girl sleeps
soundly. safe from falling mortar shells, because the US Army is there keeping peace.
In recent years American soldiers have been
deployed world wide in support of operations other than war. Our Armed Forces
have restored democracy to Granada, Haiti
and Panama. They feed the masses in Somalia and ca me to the rescue during hurricanes, earthquakes, flood:,, and forest fires.
Army doctors went deep into the jungles of
Central America to provide medical aide to
people who had never seen a doctor. During
the summer Olympics over 3,000 troops
provided security and logistics support.
American Soldiers are standing watch at
peace keeping outposts in the Sinai, Korea
and Macedonia. But, these humanitarian
:.chievemen ts are secondary to the mission
of providing the American people with a
military force so powerful that the enemies
of our peace and freedom are deterred from
aggressive acts.
Historically, the American military has
failed as a deterrent to aggression. Its failure
has been largely due to the American
people's decision to not maintain an Army
ca pable of forcing potential enemies to act
peacefully.
As a Korean war veteran, Mr. Gallagher
should realize that the war hefoughtcaused
largely by the grossly inadequate fighting
efficiency of the American and South Korean Armies. South Korea had no tanks, no
air force and only a few pre ·World War ll
cannons. TheNorthKoreanssawthisweak·
ness as an open invitation to invade the
South and acted accordingly. Communist
forces swept across nearly all of South Korea in just a ew-wee-ks. America responded
~
mg a rag·tag task force of poorly
~~ained and equipped soldiers. The American A.~m y. th at less than five years earlier
had won the Second World Was, found itself
unprepared for combat and was nearly
dnv ·
e sea by the Communists.
Democracies atre never learned that
peace is kept by strong armed forces. Every
major conflict since World War l was in
part ca used by democratic nations' failure
to take strong military action against dictators. When Mussolini invaded Ethiopia.they
did nothing. When Hitler occupied the
Ruhr and seized Czechoslovakia, they did
nothing. When Stalin and Hitler invaded
Poland the democracies declared war and
then did nothing. The despots confidence
grew with each act of aggression. They
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believed democracies loved peace more
than freedom , and would always grant
them concessions to do as Bmish Prime
Minister Chamberlain put it, "Never to go
to war with one another again".
Recently, another British Prime Minister, Lady Margaret Thatcher said:
'Now my friends, wemustneverbecomplacent. We must never think that there
will be perpetual peace. That is what they
thought after World War I. We must be
vigilant to see that we are fully and strongly
equipped should anyone dare to, or want to
attack us. Dictarors are frightened by ,he
strength of others. They are attracted by
weakness. Let us be vigilant to ensure that
the great heart, as Winston IChurchilll
would have put it, has his sword and armor
to guard the pilgrims on their way. He
would say, 'Keep strong in defense and technology,and vigilant to perpetuate that deep
faith on which America is founded .. ."'
The challenge of peace is a great one
indeed. Tod ay there are madmen who fee l
no remorse in slaughtering innocent lives
to maintain or increase their power. History teaches that "If you want peace, prepare for war". We absolutely must, keep a
strong military force to deter aggression
that threatens our peace.
I feel the Army's mission is not contrary
to the Gospel. Can a cause be more noble
than defending the helpless and innocent
against tyranny and depotism? Especially
against powers that would replace worship
of God with worship of the state and make
its despot a deity. l believe that God allows
us to defend, by force of arms, "our religion
and freedom, and our peace, and ourfamilies.'
Craig Niederriter
Dept. of Military Science.
of the Cartadmi.t lwasex.tremel
displeased with the comments made by Mr.
Michael Gallagher.
It troubles me that a man who never
attained RWM, a rank higher than that of
private in the United States Army, holds
himself out to be an expert on officer training. He never had theextraincentiveRWM,
or desire to become an officer, and so is
relegated to providing a supplementary
reading list for those who are gracious
enough to support the Army ROTC program.
That Mr. Gallagher can chide a "sixty
year·old"man for voicing hisopinionssim·
ply because he never served in the military
during a rnajor engagement is absurd. Several of today's great military leaders have
never been afforded the opportunity to
serve in a major conflict. However, this
absolutely misses the main point, which is
that military experience is not needed to
support the Army or its officers. Any
mother, father, other relative, or friend of
an officer knows this to be true. Would Mr.
Gallagher similarly chide my mother, fa·
ther, or friends for supporting me in my
military career (and earlier, my JCU Army
1 was rece n tly sent an issu e

roll New ,andm

ROTC career) simply because they did not
serve in a major conflict? Would he provide
them with enlightenment books to read?
I'm sure they would kindly refuse to be
"enlightened" by such an individual, as l
would.
Additionally, I disagree with Mr.
Gallagher's bitter, cynical view that the
Army's main purpose is to kill people. I
think the Army's Chaplains (also officers)
would join me is disagreeing. Killing is, in
fact, a last resort, and not a pleasant one at
that. As unp1easant of a realization as it is
for Mr. Gallagher to confront, people do get
killed in warfare. It would be safer to give
everybody boxmg gloves instead of guns,
but this probably will not occur anytime
soon.
My four-year Army ROTC scholarship
was notfree. As both Cadet Battalion Commander and Ranger Commander at]CU, it
was my duty and privilege to train thecadetsintheArmyROTCprogram Themain
objective of the program is to produce
highly competent, educated officers. My
fellow classmates, and those of generations
before mine, are living proof that john Carroll University can do just that. 5o in the
meantime, 1believe I speak for myself and
my fellow officers when I thank JCU for
giving me that opportunity to learn my
trade, and receive my college education, at
such a fine institution.
Rob W MacDonald
2LT, U.S. Army
Class of I995

Boler School of Business
coverage questioned
lam disappointed by The Ca rro ll News's
lack of reportingtheevents goingon around
t he. john and Mary jo Boler Schoo\ of Busi
ness. Two weeks ago on Saturday, 0 tober
26, the Boler School of Business held dedication ceremonies in honor of the Balers,
who generously contributed $10 million
toward the future education ofJohn Carroll
Universitybusinessstudents. Nobodyfrom
The Carroll News attended or even bothered to take the time to find out what happened.
At current, 1 assume that The Carroll
News had its reasons for ignoring this event.
I understand that it can sometimes be a
long walk all the way from the Atrium to
the Boler School of Business (espec ially on
warm, sunny days like that one was); it
seems like members of your paper are usu·
ally unable to make it that far. This was,
after all, a veryimportantevent in the grand
scheme of things on campus· it's not every
day that someone has a university facility
dedicated in their honor (if you've detected
a bit of cynicism in my tone, then l've done
my job). Even if youcouldn't sendsomeone
to cover the entire event, you could have
sent one of your staff to the Atrium for the
reception afterwards, taken a few pictures,
and gotten some reactions. Atthevery least
you could have gotten somebody to get one

of the folders that were prepared for the
dedicatton,examined the information, and
reported on it.
Unfortunately, I feel that thts is just a
symptom of a much larger problem at The
Carroll News. It seems as though much of
the happenings around the Boler School of
Business are overlooked or ignored by The
Carroll News, whtle it reports on anything
that occurs around every other part of this
university. It's a shame that you chose to
eli minate your business section of a few
years ago (which would have adequately
covered events such as the dedication), but
it's an even btgger shame that you haven't
integrated even a fraction of its contents
in to the rest of your paper. 1 was certam
that the dedication would be front page
news, and two issues later lstillam shocked
that it hasn't been news at all. I sincerely
hope that you and your staff will do a better
JOb in cover ing Boler School of Business related news m the future.

-

Christopher L Rankin
Student Business Advisory Council

Carroll News - Student Union
relationship questioned
As newly elected class officer and senator in the Student Union, lam still trying to
understand many of the issues that effect
my class. One of them is the animosity that
somet imes seems to exist between the Student Union and the Carroll News
Each person I have met in the Student
Un ion is a genu inely good individual All
honestly try to do what is right, best, and
most fair for every single member of the
student body. How ver, every time I open
my issue of The Carroll News , I see the reasons and monves from the Student Union's
actions twisted before my eyes
Why wa5 thc votlng <.:.ode [or a rclcren
dum changed [rom necdmg50%ol thc5tU
dent body to vote to on I y 25%? Not because
it made any referendum easier ro pass. but
because the porrion of the student body
who is interested in what happens to them
should not be held prisoner by those who
are uninterested.
How does this change to the Student
Union's government struc tureeffect thestu·
dent body? More people will actively be
involved in the Student Union. More people
will have a voice in where the money goes
for srudent organizations. This actually
takes some power away from the Senate,
and gives it to others.
lf the Student Union issopowerhungry,
trying to pull a fast one on the student body
of John Carroll, why would the Student
Union Senate work so hard to pass a refer·
endum that takes power away from itself?
Why would moral peoplewhodonatehours
upon hours of their time trying to improve
their school do something dishonest, unfair, and against their values by forcing an
unwanted change upon the student body?
Every move that the Student Union
makes is debated and questioned to make
sure it is in the best interest of the John
Carroll Community.
Kate Meacham
Freshmen Class Vice President
Class of 2000
The Carroll News welcomes
letters to the editor. as it is
our way of knowmg what you
like or dislike about the CN.
the campus or life in general.
We require that letters be
submitted by noon Monday . in
the CNoffic f:! . to be e ligible for
publication. Letters can also
be submitted via e-mail to
CNLETTERS jcvaxa.jcu.edu.
Letters will be accepted after
noon on Monday only if there is
additional space available. We
reserve the right to edit letters
for
clarity
or
space
considerations. Letters must
be signed and accompanied by
your phone number.

......

Market Place

•
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Claaallled ado coot $2.50 !Of the llrot ten wordo and $.20 for . .ch additional w01d. To
place a cluelfled ad, It must be typed or handwritten clearly and le&lbly ai"Mf aent to or

The Carroll News

dropped oil at the Canoll Newo ofllce with payment. Claulfled ado will not run without
pre-payment. Claaalfledt will not be taken ower the phone. The deadline for clualfled adl
lo noon of the Monday prl01 to publication

AD-- '""'"•ttooo

For
•olnen: {218) 397-4393
Fu/Data: (218) 397-1729
Info: !218) 397-1711

HELP WANTED

-

Reliable individual needed
at Ohio Design Centre in
Beachwood in Oriental Rug
Showroom. Some heavy
lifting,
showroom
maintenance,
and
deliveries. $8/hour, no
evenings or weekends. Call
360-0104 for interview.
Wanted!! Individuals and
student organizations to
promote spring break trips!
Earn money and free trips.
Call
Inter-Campus
Programs at 1-800-3276013 or contact us at http://
www.icpt.com.
Men I women earn $480
weekly assembling circuit
boards
I
electronic
components at home.
Experience unnecessary,
will train.
Immediate

Out

openings in your local area.
Call 1-520-680-7891 ext.
C200.
Hundreds of students are
earning free spring break
trips and money! Sell 8 trips
and go free! Bahamas
Cruise $279, Cancun and
Jamaica$399, Panama City
I Daytona $1191
Contact
us
at
www.springbreaktravel.com
or call 1-800-678-6386.

M I S C .
Spring break early special!
Book early and save $50!
Bahamas party cruise! 6
days $279! Includes all
meals and parties! Great
beaches and nightlife!
Leaves Sun. ?am from Ft.
Lauderdale and returns Fri.
8pm!
Contact us at
www.springbreaktravel.com

or call 1-800-678-6386.
Cancun and Jamaica 7 nights
air I hotel from $399! Panama
City! Boardwalk Resort!
$129! Best location next to
bars! Daytona Beach - best
location $139! Cocoa Beach
Hilton $169! Book early and
save
$50!
www.springbreaktravel.com
or call 1-800-678-6386.

FOR

-llouollt:
The carron - .
20700 North Part< Boulevard
~lty Hel&hb, Olllo 44118

Does anyone know where
my boots are? I want to play
in the snow!
Hey roomie - you're
best! Love, C.S.

M.M.- Romeo and Juliet next
weekend for sure! First we
have to figure out the
telephone thing!

the

K, AI, A, and C- "rahr rahr"
says Goatboy. "Native
Americans!"

'

-IIOU.C*IIt:
CarroliNewS@jcvua.jcu.edu

'AI

Congrats to all of the hardy
Bernet men who survived the
blackout of Winter '961
Sally, reservations for two.

,

IYO.

RENT

Newly remodeled duplex for
rent on Cedar near Lee. 5
bedrooms, 3 1/2 baths,
parking, $1000 per month.
Call 421-8421 for more
information.

PERSONALS
Hey D.G. Look, it really is
snowing! -- S.S.

On

A LimiJ
by
Gary
Kopervas

R.F.D.
by
Mike
Marland

P. 0. Box 461. 5chenectad)', NY 12301
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BUTCH

4MD
DOUGU
by
Alex
Howell
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"Your son doesn't need
glasses. He needs a

haircut.•

GEORGE
by
Mark
Szorady

fheSpats
by
Jeff
Pickering

nn

not surt:. what I did, but
you'll need to defeat the
ninja to get our bank

records."

